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Abstract 

Coupled whispering-gallery-mode (WGM) optical microcavities have been extensively 

explored to tune the resonant eigenfrequencies and spatial distributions of the optical modes, 

finding many unique photonic applications in a variety of fields, such as nonlinear optics, laser 

physics, and non-Hermitian photonics. As one type of WGM microcavities, microtube cavities 

with axial potential wells support 3D confined resonances by circulating light along the 

microtube cross-section and axis simultaneously, which offers a promising possibility to 

explore multidimensional and multichannel optical coupling. 

In this thesis, the optical coupling of 3D confined resonant modes is investigated in coupled 

microtube cavities fabricated by self-rolling of prestrained nanomembranes. In the first 

coupling system, multiple sets of 3D optical modes are generated in a single microtube cavity 

owing to nanogap induced resonant trajectory splitting. The large overlap of optical fields in 

the split resonant trajectories triggers strong optical coupling of the 3D confined resonant modes. 

The spectra anticrossing feature and changing-over of one group of coupled fundamental modes 

are demonstrated as direct evidence of strong coupling. The spatial optical field distribution of 

3D coupling modes was experimentally mapped upon the strong coupling regime, which allows 

direct observation of the energy transfer process between two hybrid states. Numerical 

calculations based on a quasi-potential model and the mode detuning process are in excellent 

agreement with the experimental results. On this basis, monolithically integrated twin 

microtube cavities are proposed to achieve the collective coupling of two sets of 3D optical 

modes. Owing to the aligned twin geometries, two sets of 3D optical modes in twin microtubes 

are spectrally and spatially matched, by which both the fundamental and higher-order axial 

modes are respectively coupled with each other. Multiple groups of the coupling modes provide 

multiple effective channels for energy exchange between coupled microcavities, which are 

illustrated by the measured spatial optical field distributions. The spectral anticrossing and 



changing-over features of each group of coupled modes are revealed in experiments and 

calculations, indicating the occurrence of strong coupling. In addition, the simulated 3D mode 

profiles of twin microcavities confirm the collective strong coupling behavior, which is in good 

agreement with the experimental results. Our work provides a compact and robust scheme for 

realizing 3D optical coupling, which is of high interest for promising applications such as 3D 

non-Hermitian systems and multi-channel optical signal processing. 

Keywords: microtube cavities, coupled microtube systems, 3D confined resonant modes, 3D 

optical coupling, energy exchange 

  



Zusammenfassung  

Optische Mikrokavitäten mit gekoppeltem Whispering-Gallery-Mode (WGM) wurden 

ausgiebig erforscht, um die resonanten Eigenfrequenzen und räumlichen Verteilungen der 

optischen Moden abzustimmen, wobei viele einzigartige photonische Anwendungen in einer 

Vielzahl von Bereichen gefunden wurden, wie z. Hermitische Photonik. Als eine Art von 

WGM-Mikrokavitäten unterstützen Mikroröhrenkavitäten mit axialen Potentialmulden 3D-

begrenzte Resonanzen, indem sie Licht gleichzeitig entlang des Mikroröhrenquerschnitts und 

der Mikroröhrenachse zirkulieren lassen, was eine vielversprechende Möglichkeit bietet, 

mehrdimensionale und mehrkanalige optische Kopplung zu erforschen. 

In dieser Dissertation wird die optische Kopplung von begrenzten 3D-Resonanzmoden in 

gekoppelten Mikroröhrenkavitäten untersucht, die durch Selbstrollen von vorgespannten 

Nanomembranen hergestellt werden. Im ersten Kopplungssystem werden mehrere Sätze 

optischer 3D-Moden in einem einzigen Mikroröhren-Hohlraum aufgrund einer Nanolücken-

induzierten resonanten Trajektorien Aufspaltung erzeugt. Die große Überlappung optischer 

Felder in den geteilten Resonanzbahnen löst eine starke optische Kopplung der 3D-

eingeschränkten Resonanzmoden aus. Als direkter Beweis für eine starke Kopplung wird die 

Spektren-Antikreuzungseigenschaft und das Umschalten einer Gruppe gekoppelter 

Grundmoden demonstriert. Die räumliche optische Feldverteilung von 3D-Kopplungsmoden 

wurde experimentell auf das starke Kopplungsregime abgebildet, was eine direkte Beobachtung 

des Energietransferprozesses zwischen zwei Hybridzuständen ermöglicht. Numerische 

Berechnungen basierend auf einem Quasi-Potential-Modell und dem Prozess der 

Modenverstimmung stimmen hervorragend mit den experimentellen Ergebnissen überein. Auf 

dieser Grundlage werden monolithisch integrierte Zwillingsmikroröhrenhohlräume 

vorgeschlagen, um die kollektive Kopplung von zwei Sätzen optischer 3D-Moden zu erreichen. 

Aufgrund der ausgerichteten Zwillings Geometrien werden zwei Sätze optischer 3D-Moden in 



Zwillingsmikroröhren spektral und räumlich angepasst, wodurch sowohl die fundamentalen als 

auch die axialen Moden höherer Ordnung jeweils miteinander gekoppelt sind. Mehrere 

Gruppen der Kopplungsmoden stellen mehrere effektive Kanäle für den Energieaustausch 

zwischen gekoppelten Mikrokavitäten bereit, die durch die gemessenen räumlichen optischen 

Feldverteilungen veranschaulicht werden. Die spektralen Antikreuzungs- und 

Umschaltmerkmale jeder Gruppe von gekoppelten Moden werden in Experimenten und 

Berechnungen offenbart, was auf das Auftreten einer starken Kopplung hinweist. Darüber 

hinaus bestätigen die simulierten 3D-Modusprofile von Zwillingsmikrokavitäten das kollektive 

starke Kopplungsverhalten, das in guter Übereinstimmung mit den experimentellen 

Ergebnissen steht. Unsere Arbeit liefert ein kompaktes und robustes Schema zur Realisierung 

der optischen 3D-Kopplung, das für vielversprechende Anwendungen wie 3D-Nicht-

Hermitian-Systeme und optische Mehrkanal-Signalverarbeitung von großem Interesse ist. 

Schlüsselwörter: Mikroröhrchen-Hohlräume, Gekoppelte Mikroröhrchen-Systeme, Begrenzte 

3D-Resonanzmoden, Optische 3D-Kopplung, Energieaustausch 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

Light–matter interactions are intrinsically weak due to low density of states (DOS) of photon 

in vacuum and the size mismatch between light wavelength and the size of matter. With the 

development of advanced micro-/nano-fabrication techniques, optical microcavities have been 

exploited to enhance the interactions by increasing the DOS of photon in cavities.1 The 

confinement of photons in microcavities have triggered high research interests in both 

fundamental and application-oriented studies, such as cavity quantum electrodynamics and low 

threshold lasers.2-6 According to the different light confinement methods, optical microcavities 

can be categorized as Fabry–Pérot microcavities, photonic crystal microcavities, as well as 

whispering gallery mode (WGM) microcavities. Fabry-Pérot microcavities confine light 

between two planar or curved high reflective mirrors. For photonic crystal cavities, periodic 

dielectric materials with desired defects are designed to form an energy band structure and trap 

a certain frequency range of light inside. In WGM microcavities, analogous to the propagation 

of sound in the gallery spaces of St. Paul's Cathedral, resonant light is confined by continuous 

total internal reflection which occurs at the interface of an optical dense matter with the ambient 

surrounding.  

To further explore the manipulation of resonant light, coupled optical cavities were formed 

by artificial coupled photonics structures, which provides an excellent platform to tune the 

eigenfrequencies and spatial distributions of the resonant modes.7 In recent studies, the coherent 

coupling of resonant modes has been widely investigated to explore a variety of novel physical 

phenomena and practical applications, ranging from non-Hermitian photonics to nonlinear 

optics.8-10 Among various optical cavities, the WGM microcavities have been identified as 
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versatile photonic structures for building optical coupling systems. The coupled microcavity 

geometries play an important role to ensure a good spectral and spatial match of resonant modes 

for efficient optical coupling. In general, the coupling systems can be realized by putting two 

or more planar WGM cavities (i.e., microtoroids,11, 12 microdisks,13-17 microrings,18-20 

microspheres21, 22) into close proximity. In such a coupling system, the energy exchange happens 

at a tangent site between the adjacent resonant trajectories. The corresponding optical coupling 

is fixed at one 2D plane, which limits the degree of freedom for the manipulation of coupled 

modes. The efficient 3D optical coupling of resonant light has not been reported, in which the 

wavevector can exist in more than one direction (i.e., azimuthal and axial directions). Therefore, 

it is of high interest to explore the 3D optical coupling for both fundamental and applied studies 

such as non-trivial evolution of wavevector and direction-selective coupling.23, 24 

As a special type of WGM microcavities, microtube cavities with axial potential wells can 

support 3D optical resonances.25-27 In addition to the resonance in an azimuthal plane, the 

resonant light can simultaneously oscillate along the tube axis serving as a new degree of 

freedom for tuning the optical coupling.24, 27-29 Specifically, the axial optical potential well in a 

microtube cavity splits the original azimuthal mode into fundamental and multiple higher-order 

axial modes with different spatial distributions,27 which promises to achieve multichannel 

optical coupling in coupled microtube cavities. In this thesis, the optical coupling of 3D 

confined resonant modes is investigated based on microtube cavities fabricated by self-rolling 

of prestrained nanomembranes. In the first kind of optical coupling systems, the interlayer 

nanogap in the tube wall enables a single resonant trajectory partially splitting into two or three 

ones while sharing the same axial confinement. The split trajectories support multiple sets of 

3D confined resonant modes in individual microtube cavities. The optical field largely overlaps 

in the split resonant trajectories, enabling strong optical coupling of 3D confined resonant light. 

The spectra anticrossing feature and changing-over of one group of coupled fundamental modes 
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are demonstrated as direct evidence of strong coupling. The spatial optical field distribution of 

3D coupling modes was experimentally mapped upon the strong coupling regime, which shows 

the corresponding energy transfer process between the two hybrid states. Numerical 

calculations based on the quasi-potential model and the mode detuning process are in excellent 

agreement with the experimental results. In the second work, a collective coupling of two sets 

of 3D optical modes is demonstrated in monolithically integrated twin microtube cavities 

formed by nanomembranes origami. With almost the same geometries, the twin microtube 

cavities allow good spectral matching of multiple axial modes. As a result, both the fundamental 

and higher-order axial modes supported by the twin microcavities are simultaneously coupled 

with each other. Through mode detuning, spectral anticrossing and changing-over features of 

multiple groups of coupling modes are observed in both experimental and simulations, 

revealing the occurrence of strong coupling. The well-aligned collective strong coupling offers 

multiple coupling channels for efficient energy exchange between coupled microcavities, which 

is illustrated by the spatial optical field distributions. The simulated 3D mode profiles in the 

twin microtubes agree well with the experimental results. Our work provides a compact and 

robust scheme for realizing 3D confined optical coupling, which promises broad applications 

for 3D non-Hermitian systems, nonlinear optics, and multichannel optical signal processing. 

1.2 Dissertation structure 

This dissertation is organized in the following way: 

Chapter 1 describes the motivation of this work. 

Chapter 2 gives the research background including the introduction to optical WGM 

microcavities, microtube cavities, and research progress of optical coupling systems based on 

microtube cavities. 
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Chapter 3 presents the overall experimental methods. Detailed information is given about 

sample fabrications including the nanomembrane deposition, patterning, and releasing. The 

optical and structural properties are characterized by photoluminescence laser confocal setup 

and scanning electron microscopy (SEM), respectively. 

In chapter 4, microtube cavities with interlayer nanogaps in the tube wall are fabricated by 

well-controlled nanomembrane release. The interlayer nanogap partially splits the resonant 

trajectory into two or three ones while sharing the axial confinement induced by the same lobe 

structure. The split trajectories support multiple sets of 3D confined resonant modes in 

individual microtube cavities. The large overlapping of optical fields in the split resonant 

trajectories enables strong optical coupling of 3D confined resonant modes. The anticrossing 

feature and modes changing-over are demonstrated as direct evidence of strong coupling. In 

particular, the spatial optical field distribution of 3D coupling modes is experimentally mapped 

under the strong coupling regime, which shows the corresponding energy transfer process 

between the two hybrid states. Numerical calculations based on a quasipotential model and the 

mode detuning process are in excellent agreement with the experimental results. Our work 

offers a compact and robust scheme for realizing multiple sets of 3D confined resonant modes 

and their coupling in a single microtube cavity, which is of high interest for promising 

applications such as optical modulations, lasing, sensing, and on-chip 3D integration. 

In chapter 5, collective strong coupling between two sets of 3D confined resonant modes is 

realized in monolithically integrated twin microtube cavities via a nanomembrane origami 

method. This unique parallel configuration enables optical coupling to occur at the tangent line 

of twin microtubes along the tube axis increasing the coupling region. Owing to the aligned 

twin geometries of the double microtube cavities, two sets of 3D confined resonant modes are 

spectrally and spatially matched. Both the fundamental and higher-order axial modes are 

strongly coupled with each other, namely as collective strong coupling. During the detuning 
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process, the spectral anticrossing feature and the modes changing-over of each group coupling 

system as direct evidence of strong coupling are revealed in experiments and calculations. The 

measured evolution of spatial optical field distributions allows the direct observation of the 

energy exchange between each group of coupling modes in the collective strong coupling 

regime. Each group of coupling modes can be treated as an independent strong coupling system 

providing an effective path for energy exchange between coupled microcavities. Moreover, 3D 

mode profiles of twin microcavities simulated via the FDTD method are in excellent agreement 

with the experimental results. Our work offers a compact design of monolithic twin 

microcavities for realizing collective strong coupling of 3D optical modes, which could be 

exploited for manipulating higher-order optical coupling, multichannel optical signal 

processing, and 3D non-Hermitian systems. 

Chapter 6 summarizes all the results in this dissertation and presents an outlook for the 

future work. 
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Chapter 2 Background 

In this chapter, the research background of optical coupling supported by microtube cavities 

are given. A brief introduction to optical WGM microcavities is firstly given. Then, the rolled-

up microtube cavities are described in terms of fabrication, materials, integration, and 

functionalization (i.e., manual micromanipulation, on-chip integration, and postmodification). 

Moreover, the latest research progress of optical coupling systems based on microtube cavities 

is highlighted. 

2.1 Whispering-gallery-mode optical microcavities 

WGM microcavities support light propagation along the resonator-surrounding interface via 

total internal reflection, where the resonant condition is expressed as nπD=mλ.30 n is the 

effective refractive index of the resonator, D is the resonator diameter, m is the mode number, 

and λ is the light wavelength in vacuum. An ideal WGM cavity with a high quality (Q) factor 

and a small mode volume (V) confine light to small volumes by resonant recirculation. The Q 

factor indicates the ability of energy storage of a microcavity determining the photon lifetime. 

Q is defined as the ratio of the energy stored in the oscillating cavity to the energy dissipated 

per cycle by damping processes:31 

Q = 2π
𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑑

𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒
= 𝜔0

𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦

𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠
= 𝜔0𝜏 =

𝜔0

∆𝜔
                  (2.1) 

where ω0 is the angular frequency of a resonance, τ is the decay time for the stored energy, Δω 

denotes the linewidth of the Lorentzian peak. In terms of the microtube cavities, the Q factor 

mainly comprises five components as follows:32 

1

𝑄
=

1

𝑄𝑎𝑏𝑠.
+

1

𝑄𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ
+

1

𝑄𝑟𝑎𝑑.
+

1

𝑄𝑛𝑜𝑡𝑐ℎ
+

1

𝑄𝑣𝑜𝑖𝑑
                                 (2.2) 
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Each term in this equation is connected with a specific loss, which comes from absorption of 

the material, scattering because of surface roughness, radiative emission, scattering from 

notches formed by the edges of the rolled-up microtubes, voids in the tube wall, respectively. 

Microscale volume could enhance the electromagnetic field strength for interactions. V is 

defined as the ratio of stored energy of light and maximum energy density:33 

𝑉 =
𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑑

𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦
=

∫ 𝜖(𝑟)|𝐸(𝑟)|2𝑑3𝑟

𝑚𝑎𝑥[𝜖(𝑟)|𝐸(𝑟)|2]
                              (2.3) 

where ε(r) is the optical permittivity of the cavity material and E(r) is the electric field. In 

addition, the WGM resonances can be characterized by integer mode numbers including the 

polar (l), the radial (r), and the azimuthal mode numbers (m) which are related to the 

electromagnetic field distribution in the polar, the radial, and the azimuthal directions, 

respectively.22 

The WGM resonance phenomenon was first demonstrated in a spherical sample in 1961.34 

Since then, a variety of WGM microcavities have been demonstrated for the study of light–

matter interactions and related sensing and lasing applications.3, 35, 36 As illustrated in Figure 

2.1,37 WGM microcavities in carefully designed geometries can be classified into several types 

including microspheres,38 microrings,39 microdisks,40 microtoroids,41 microbottles,6 and 

microtubes42 The microrings, microdisks, and microtoroids confine resonant light in a narrow 

ring along the equator of the planar structure. Such 2D planar resonators can be manufactured 

by means of standard photolithography techniques. By contrast, the microcavities with the 

diameter gradient such as microtubes, microspheres, and microbottles support 3D confinement 

of resonant light. In addition to the resonance in an azimuthal plane, the resonant light can 

simultaneously oscillate along the axis serving as a new degree of freedom for the manipulation 

of optical modes. 
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Figure 2.1. Schematic of (a) microtoroids, (b) microrings, (c) microdisks, (d) microspheres, (e) 

microbottles, and (f). microtubes.37 

2.2 Optical microtube cavities 

2.2.1 General fabrication methods 

Inspired by origami and kirigami (the art of paper folding and cutting), the planar 

nanomembrane can be assembled macroscopically into a complex 3D architecture by 

introducing the internal strain gradient.43 In general, prestrained nanomembranes are deposited 

on sacrificial layers. The nanomembranes including strained and sacrificial layers are patterned 

via standard photolithography. By removing the sacrificial layer, the strained nanomembranes 

roll up into hollow-core microtube structures.  

In the early stage, the sacrificial layer was dissolved in a solvent which is referred as wet-

releasing nanotechnology. By this method, epitaxially semiconductor bilayer nanomembranes 

supporting opposite elastic forces were adopted to fabricate microtube structures.44 As shown 

in Figure. 2.2, this rolled-up mechanism utilizes lattice mismatch in the heteroepitaxial 

crystalline bilayer.43 The rolled-up nanotech can be used in other epitaxy nanomembrane 

systems grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). However, this fabrication often requires a 
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selective under etching procedure which not only removes the sacrificial layer but also dissolves 

the strained nanomembrane itself in some cases. 

 

Figure 2.2. Schematic of rolled-up mechanism of tube cavities using lattice mismatch.43 

In order to circumvent the limitation of material choice, a polymer material of photoresist 

dissolved in acetone was selected as the sacrificial layer.45 The wet-releasing nanotechnology 

almost covers any inorganic material and material combinations. In this case, three major 

parameters have an effect on the strain state of non-epitaxial nanomembranes. These parameters 

come from the difference in the thermal expansion between sacrificial layers and strained layers, 

deposition rate leading to different stress levels, and relaxation and build-up of strain during 

deposition.  

Physical vapor deposition methods such as e-beam/thermal evaporation and sputtering 

technology are employed to deposit the nanomembranes.45-47 For accurate positioning, tilted 

deposition is usually applied to define an opening window. As shown in Figure 2.3a, by 

preparing strained layer in such a glancing angle deposition technique, a shadow was created at 

one side of the photoresist edge which provides a well-defined starting line for the rolling 

direction of the nanomembrane.46  
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During the rolling process, the directional rolling of strained layers can be controlled by 

geometry design of prestrained nanomembranes and anisotropic mechanical property of 

sacrificial layers. For instance, when the circular pattern of sacrificial layers has a uniform 

thickness (left panel of Figure 2.3b), a symmetric microtube is realized with the tube wall 

varying symmetrically from the middle of the tube to the two ends.47 In contrast, by employing 

off-center spin coating of photoresist layer, the centrifugal force gradient enables a sloped 

photoresist layer resulting in an asymmetric cone-like microtube cavity (right panel of Figure 

2.3b) in which the spin-orbit coupling of light was demonstrated.24 Besides the large-scale 

patterns fixing the rolling boundary, the directional control of the rolling process in nanoscale 

is realized by designing the nanopatterned holes array in prestrained nanomembranes (Figure 

2.3c).48 Furthermore, by introducing the strain variable nanomembranes as part of prestrained 

layer, the reversible shape changing between rolled and flat (unrolled) statuses was realized 

based on the volume expansion of rolling layer.49 

 

Figure 2.3. (a) Schematic of the fabrication process of a microtube by tilted deposition.46 (b) 

Optical images of symmetric and asymmetric microtubes and corresponding schematics of 
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rolling process.47 (c) Top panel: SEM images of the nanopatterned diamond nanomembrane 

and its enlarged view. Bottom panel: SEM images of the rolled-up diamond microcavity and 

its enlarged view.48 

Over the past few years, wet-releasing of lithographically patterned nanomembranes has 

been widely applied to self-assemble 3D microtube cavities. However, wet-release techniques 

often suffer from serious damage problems due to the liquid aggressive reagents turbulence 

which leads to low yield, reproducibility, and an overall deterioration of the microcavity 

performance.  

To address these issues, dry-release methods with well-controllable fabrication on wafer-

scale are explored via dry rolling of prestrained nanomembranes from a suitable sacrificial 

layer.50 The main difference between wet- and dry-releasing is that the patterning of strained 

nanomembranes, definition of starting edge, and etching of sacrificial layer occur in plasma or 

gas phase atmosphere (Figure 2.4a). In a case of SiNx microtube fabricated by dry-releasing 

technique, a SiNx strained bilayer together with a top and bottom Al2O3 protection layer are 

deposited on a Si sacrificial layer, where the strain can be created by varying the deposition rate 

(Figure 2.4b). And then, standard lithography techniques and dry etch chemistry are applied to 

pattern strained nanomembranes and the sacrificial layer (Figure 2.4c). After opening a release 

window via reactive ion etching (RIE) to define starting rolling, the strained nanomembranes 

roll up into microtube by etching the sacrificial layer in a dry environment. In particular, the 

releasing of strained nanomembranes is determined by the reactive etching behavior between 

XeF2 molecules and Si atoms in the sacrificial layer. Similar to other rolled-up microtubes, the 

tube diameter or its curvature is directly determined by the film thickness and the strain gradient 

existing along the film thickness.  
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Figure 2.4. (a) Schematic of the dry release in a plasma or gas phase etch. (b) Illustration of 

patterning of strained layer stacks. (c) Schematic diagram showing the fabrication process (blue: 

SiO2, brown: Si, white: Al2O3).
50 

Besides the optical microcavities, the dry-release method is developed to roll-up 

metallic/dielectric hybrid films for the fabrication of electronic devices. More importantly, this 

type of rolling-up nanotechnology can be extended to other strained materials systems (e.g., III-

V, II-VI functional materials) and suitable sacrificial layers (e.g., Si, Ge, SiGe, Mo). Materials 

of III-V and II-VI compounds (most commonly of GaX, InX, AlX, ZnX, CdX, X=As, S, Se, N, 

Te, etc.), show a very high etching selectivity towards fluorine chemistry due to the high boiling 

points of their elemental fluorides. The strain of deposited films can be created due to lattice 

mismatch in hetero epitaxial films grown by metal-organic chemical vapor deposition 

(MOCVD) and metalorganic vapor phase epitaxy (MVPE). 
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2.2.2 Material sciences and engineering 

Strain engineering offers a unique and fantastic platform to rearrange planar nanomembranes 

into 3D microtubular structures which combine the excellent properties of the constitutive 

materials with their unique geometries.  

A bilayer consisting of one or two kinds of materials with different strains is usually 

employed as strained layer grown on an etchant-sensitive material. Based on the rolling 

geometry of microtube cavities, the corresponding strain states in bilayer can be designed and 

effectively implemented to realize the target mechanical behavior of either tensile and 

compressive prestrain, as shown in Figure 2.5a. The phenomena can be concluded into two 

cases of tensile or compressive prestrain, which results in compression or tension in rolled-up 

bilayer, respectively. When the compressive strain is introduced in thinner layer and the thicker 

layer supplies tensile strain, the whole nanomembrane system possesses tensile prestrain 

because the critical compressive strain for buckling is smaller than the critical tensile strain for 

fracturing, and the final rolling direction of upward or downward depends on the position of 

the thicker layer in bilayer, and vice versa.51-54 For example, a SiOx/Si heterobilayer is released 

forming a microtube structure by the downward bending of the tensile strained Si layers (Figure 

2.5b).51, 52 In contrast, a rolled-up microtube is realized by the bending up and self-assemble of 

SiO/SiO2 bilayer deposited by angled e-beam evaporation (Figure 2.5c).54  
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Figure 2.5. (a) Strategies for strain engineering in rolled-up bilayer. The arrow depicts the strain 

direction.55 (b) A schematic illustration of the rolling of an SiOx/Si nanomembrane into a 

microtube. SEM images of a rolled-down  microtube.51, 52 (c) Schematic diagram illustrating 

the fabrication process of rolled-up SiO/SiO2 microtubes. Optical microscope image of 

microtube arrays.54  

In a word, the keys in the rolling process of nanomembranes are the selectively etching of 

sacrificial layer and the releasing of strained layers depending on the designed layer stressors, 

which therefore limit fabrication methods of nanomembranes and the corresponding selection 

of materials. So far, microtube resonators have been made from many different materials and 

material combinations. Semiconductor materials including group IV, III-V, and II-VI grown by 

MBE were firstly used to fabricate microtubes where the mismatched lattice constants create a 

strain gradient in a bilayer. The first rolled-up microtube cavity was demonstrated by releasing 

prestrained layer of GaAs/InGaAs with InAs quantum dots from an AlAs sacrificial layer.56 HF 

solution is selected as a good etchant to selectively etch away AlAs. In the case of releasing 

group IV semiconductor material of Si or SiGe, H2O2 solution was used to remove a Ge 

sacrificial layer. One of the important advantages of this epitaxial nanomembrane is that the 

strain can be accurately calculated based on the well-known values of the lattice constants. But 
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the unique growth behavior of nanomembrane in MBE process greatly restricts the choice of 

materials to inorganic semiconductors as strained and sacrificial layers. The photoluminescence 

(PL) of InAs quantum dots in GaAs/InGaAs microtubular cavity was excited by a laser beam 

at a low temperature of 5 K. Therefore, by combining MBE with thermal evaporation 

technology, a SiOx/Si microtubular resonator in which SiOx layers are thermally evaporated on 

top of the tensile strained Si layers could be excited for PL emission at room temperature by 

creating Si nanoclusters or nanocrystals separated out from SiOx under post annealing.52  

Later on, based on the development of growing nanomembranes with e-beam evaporation, 

PECVD, magnetron sputtering, more non-epitaxial vapor deposition and different material 

systems were explored to realize room-temperature WGMs of microtube resonators. During the 

non-epitaxial growth process, the strain status normally depends on the experimental 

parameters of deposition rate and the base pressure during deposition which can be manipulated 

to generate the target strain gradient. For instance, utilizing photoresist as the sacrificial layer 

and acetone as the etchant, the material systems were largely extended to metals (Ti, Au, Ag, 

Pd, Fe, Pt, Au/Ag, Ni80Fe20, Pd/Fe/Pd, Ti/Au),57 oxides (SiO2, TiO2, ZnO, Al2O3, ZrO2/Y2O3) 

and diamond for better surface roughness and higher light confinement of microtube cavities.45 

In particular, SiO/SiO2 bilayers are widely used as strained layers to prepare microtube cavities 

with high Q factor.27, 58-60 The bottom and the top SiOx layer are deposited at different rates for 

exerting different stress levels which can largely facilitate the rolling process. Recently, due to 

the strain inside SiNx can be tuned into compression or tension by changing the deposition 

parameters, the SiNx bilayer supporting different strain states fabricated by PECVD are 

employed as prestrained layer.50 Thanks to the novel dry-releasing scheme yields excellent 

uniformity for fabricating high-quality microcavities, the SiNx microtubular cavities exhibit 

optical resonances in a broad spectral range with record-high Q-factors >7800 which provide 

an excellent platform to construct plasmon-photon and strong optical coupling systems. Here, 
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several typical microtubes systems including materials of strained layers and corresponding 

deposition methods, the type of strain, materials of sacrificial layer and etchants used for release 

are summarized in Table 2.1.  

Table 2.1. The summary of several typical microtubes systems (T and C is tension and 

compression, respectively.) 

Rolling layer Sacrificial layer rolled 

direction 

Ref. 

material strain fabrication material etching 

(Al)GaAs/In(Al)GaAs T/C MBE AlAs HCl, HF up 61-69 

GaN/AlN C/T  MOVPE Si (111) HNO3/HF down 53 

Cr/Si/SiGe T/C thermal evaporative/MBE Si (001) KOH up 70 

SiOx/Si T thermal evaporative/MBE Ge H2O2 down 51, 52 

ZnO, Al2O3, SixNy, Ti, Au, 

Ag, Pd, Fe, Pt, Au/Ag, 

Ni80Fe20, Pd/Fe/Pd, Ti/Au 

C ALD, PE-CVD, e-beam 

evaporation, PIII&D 

photoresist acetone up 45 

SiO/SiO2 C e-beam evaporation photoresist acetone up 24, 27, 

42, 45, 

47, 54, 

58-60, 

71-86 

SiO2 C e-beam evaporation photoresist acetone up 32, 87-90 

ZrO2/Y2O3 C CVD/ e-beam evaporation photoresist acetone up 55, 91, 92 

TiO2 C ALD, e-beam evaporation photoresist acetone, 

DMSO 

up 45, 93-97 

Ag/SiOx C e-beam evaporation photoresist acetone up 45, 46 

diamond C, T wafers with diamond photoresist, 

SiO2 

acetone, 

HF 

up, down 48, 98 

SiO/TiO2/Ag, SiO/SiO2/Au C e-beam evaporation PMMA burning up 99, 100 

SiNx T/C PE-CVD Si XeF2 up 50 
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2.2.3 Construction of functional microtube cavities  

Optical resonance in microtube cavities originates from the constructive light circulating and 

interfering along the circular trajectory. The microtube resonators can be divided into two 

categories of active and passive cavities. For the former one, by incorporating luminescent 

materials into tube walls, the microtube cavities are excited by a focused laser beam with high 

photon energy to generate PL, which is further coupled into the WGMs. Optical resonance is 

probed from the far-field WGM emission. In microtube cavities consisting of semiconductor 

materials, luminescent quantum dots were introduced during MEB preparation.101-105 In Si-

based microtube cavities (SiOx and SiNx), the defect centers formed during deposition of 

nanomembranes emit PL under pumping light. For the passive resonators, based on evanescent 

coupling by placing a nearfield coupler, such as a tapered fiber,88 integrated waveguide, or 

prism,106 in close proximity to the microtube cavity, the WGM emission signals are detected by 

transmission spectra through the same coupler. One of the advantages of using a coupler 

coupling light into the system is that the electromagnetic wave can be guided in a predetermined 

direction.  

The functional microtube cavities are previously constructed by manual micromanipulation. 

With the use of fiber abrupt tapers inserted into the end of the tubes, a single rolled-up microtube 

can be lifted off from the host substrate and transferred to a foreign one with a controlled 

position.103 As shown in Figure 2.6a, a four-port add-drop configuration was realized by 

manually transferring a SiO2 microtube from the substrate to sandwiched between two fibers. 

The angle between the through and drop fiber leads to different coupling efficiencies. This 

device might serve as an optical frequency filter and vertical light transfer at telecommunication 

wavelengths in future 3D multi-level optical data processing.89 Moreover, Figure 2.6b-d present 

a microfluidic integration system in which a set of high-quality microtubes were transferred by 

micro-manipulation to robust SU-8 polymeric sockets patterned on one chip.90 After final chip 
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assembly and packaging with a PDMS cover, the integration of multiple channels and several 

microtube resonators shows the capability of multiplexed detection. In addition, owing to 

microtube cavities supporting resonances in a vertical plane, a selective out-of-plane optical 

coupling system was demonstrated by manually placing a TiO2 microtube resonator on a planar 

SU-8 polymer based waveguide fabricated by lithography.93 For the above-mentioned devices, 

the microtubes must be lifted off from the mother substrate. This mechanical process may 

damage the structural integrity of the microtube resonators.  

Recently, in a strong coupling system formed by a microtube cavity and a microsphere, the 

polystyrene microsphere was manually transferred into the intrinsic hollow of rolled-up 

microtube structures on chip which supply a simple and flexible way for designing photonic 

molecules with largely mismatched sizes.60 Besides, rolled-up microtubes can be employed for 

trapping and detection of cells in a solution based on the manual micromanipulation setup. As 

shown in Figure 2.6e, the capillary tip on an XYZ μ-manipulator was positioned at one of the 

open ends of a microtube to pump a cell to the opposite opening of the resonator after the pump 

was turned on.74 A label-free optofluidic sensor was realized in a microtube resonator through 

peak sharpening and spectral shifts of WGMs under light illumination.  

 

Figure 2.6. (a) Schematic of two tapered fibers in a four-port add-drop configuration coupled 

to a microtube cavity.89 (b) Optical image of a pair of SU-8 sockets. (c) 3D sketch of a 
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transferred microtube placed into the socket structures. (d) Optical image of a transferred 

microtube.90 (e) Diagram of the μ-syringe setup used for the manual manipulation. Schematic 

showing the image of a microtube with a cell sucked in at one end.74 

During the micromanipulation process, a precise control of manual operation is required 

with the aid of a CCD camera, which renders such a process time consuming and less feasible 

for massive integration and suffer from drawbacks of mechanical vibrations and system 

instability. In order to achieve applications of optical resonators at the chip level, a manual 

substrate-on-substrate transfer based on the gravitational force induced by the solvent in and 

around the tube was reported on the fabrication of InGaAs/GaAs microtube cavities on Si 

substrates.102  

Actually, the unique fabrication of rolled-up microtubes offers a highly flexible solution for 

integration on waveguide chips avoiding any manual process steps. As shown in Figure 2.7, a 

fancier monolithically integrated configuration has been designed and demonstrated to realize 

on-chip fabrication which is a crucial ingredient for advanced photonic integrated circuits. 

Figure 2.7a schematically presents that the on-chip Si waveguides with two grating couplers at 

both ends to send light and collect the transmission signal were fabricated from a SOI substrate 

via lithography and reactive ion-etching techniques. And then, based on maturing rolled-up 

nanotechnology, TiO2 microtubes were directly built up on the Si waveguides (Figures 2.7b-d). 

Thus, multiple microtube cavities can be integrated on waveguide arrays (Figures 2.7e-g) which 

demonstrates the feasibility to integrate massive microtubes on multiple waveguides. More 

importantly, the monolithically integrated devices offer a much more accurate tuning of the 

coupling gap which is crucial for effective coupling. In this case, the optical coupling strength 

between the microtubes and the waveguides can be flexibly tuned by changing the thickness of 

the photoresist and the number of windings of the rolled-up resonators. The integration of 
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microtubes on multiple waveguides for parallel and multi-routing optical coupling was also 

reported almost at the same time in other literatures.29, 107 

 

Figure 2.7. (a) Patterned photoresist arrays on waveguides. (b) Strained layer is deposited onto 

the waveguide chip. (c) The strained nanomembrane rolls up into microtubes. (d) Magnification 

of a microtube cavity on top of waveguides. (e) SEM image of several fully integrated long 

microcavities spanning over waveguide arrays (WgAs) and corresponding magnification of 

single integrated microcavity. (f) Magnification of one part of WgAs. (g) Schematic illustrating 

a ring resonator array along a microcavity.96  

Besides, various post modifications in microtubes have been widely explored which is 

particularly important for the manipulation of optical modes in practical devices. The optical 

modes of microtube cavities are essentially determined by the perturbation of the evanescent 

field, the effective refractive index and geometrical parameters of the microcavities, by which 

the resonant modes can be tuned.  

Generally, because the microtube cavities with subwavelength wall thickness cannot strictly 

confine light inside the cavity but decay exponentially to outside several hundred nanometers, 

the homogeneous perturbation from the surrounding environment can slightly modify the 
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evanescent field leading to resonant modes to be perturbed. To investigate the evanescent 

coupling effect, a near-field probe was tangential to touch the surface of a microtube and 

directly interacted with the evanescent field (Figure 2.8a).77 When the probe was scanned along 

the axial direction, owing to the lateral variation of the evanescent field, the redshift and tuning 

of each axial mode is position-dependent. The fundamental mode owing extensive volume 

overlap with the probe shifts more than the other axial modes (Figure 2.8b). Moreover, by 

moving the probe perpendicularly to the axis of the microtube, a big redshift of resonant modes 

over a large energy range was observed (Figure 2.8c). The similar tuning effect can be used in 

sensing and optofluidic applications such as, introducing polarizable molecules or particles 

around the microtube surface, and injecting fluidic into the hollow channel of the microtubes.  

 

Figure 2.8. (a) Schematic of the lateral probing process and the method used to vary the 

overlapping volume between the probe and evanescent field. (b) Measured details of an 

azimuthal mode with and without the probe at two lateral positions. (c) PL intensity maps for 

the mode as a function of probe distance D.77 

The resonant modes of microtube cavities can also be tuned by changing the effective 

refractive index of the microcavity via the post-deposition of nanomembranes to slightly modify 
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the optical path length. Stepwise one-by-one monolayer coating by atomic layer deposition 

(ALD) was usually introduced to deposit Al2O3 on a rolled-up microtube.71, 87 ALD can meet 

the needs for atomic layer control and conformal deposition using sequential, self-limiting 

surface reactions.108 In the ALD coating process, the precursor can disperse into the hollow core 

of microtube, allowing for deposition of Al2O3 on both inner and outer tube surfaces to increase 

the effective refractive index of tube wall resulting in a controllable red shift of the resonant 

modes.71 When Al2O3 was deposited from 0 to 80 nm in steps of 10 nm (Figure 2.9a), the 

number of observed axial modes decreased due to the weakened significance of the lobe. In the 

spectrum from the most thickly coated microtube (deposition of 80 nm Al2O3 leading to a 160 

nm increase in the tube wall thickness), the resonator modes shifted into higher order radial 

multimode. The thicker tube wall also contributes to the presence of TE (magnetic field parallel 

to the tube axis) modes which is an important polarization state of resonant modes.  

Furthermore, by gradually asymmetrical postdeposition SiO2 nanocap on the top side of the 

microtube through e-beam evaporation (Figure 2.9b), optical resonances showed spectral 

blueshifts followed by redshifts, which is attributed to a competition between shape 

deformation and effective increase of tube wall thickness (Figure 2.9c).73 Besides using these 

physic vapor deposition techniques, the layer-by-layer (LBL) assembly was employed to 

introduce poly(acrylic acid)/poly(ethylenimine) (PAA/PEI) polymer layer on the inner and 

outer surface of an oxide microtube walls to modify the effective refractive index of cavities.92 

When the sandwiched microtubes were exposed to a moist surrounding, the expansion of 

polymers due to the absorption of water molecules lead to an increased wall thickness and a 

decrease of the wall’s refractive index, which further enabled a profound wavelength redshift 

of the WGM resonances. The modified microtube cavities can be used to detect the 

environmental relative humidity. 
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Figure 2.9. (a) Evolution of the PL spectra of the microtube cavity as a function of Al2O3 

thickness.87 (b) Sketch of a microtube cross section during SiO2 deposition. (c) PL spectra of 

the microtube after a series of SiO2 nanocap depositions.73 

Owing to the optical resonance of microtube cavities coming from the constructive 

interference of the light traveling along a circular trajectory, one may affect the geometry of 

microtubes should have a significant influence on resonant behavior. In previous reports, 

various shaped lobes predefined on the start and end rolling edges of 2D nanomembranes, such 

as triangular and parabolic segments, are designed as a new degree of freedom to tailor the 

confinement of light.26, 66, 68 In contrast to regular WGM cavities, the rotational symmetry is 

broken by varying rolling edges along the tube axis in the rolled-up microtubes with lobes. The 

complex manipulations for deforming the cavity geometry to break the chiral symmetry, such 

as precision lithography and introducing local scatters near the cavity boundary via 

micromanipulation, are not required in microtube systems.109 This type of microtube cavities 

not only supports 3D confined resonant modes but also provides a 3D tailored spiral shape 

which enables a unique property of 3D directional light emission investigated in detail in 

previous work.82 In this case, a triangular-shaped rolling edge induces the light confinement in 

a quasi-potential well due to the effective refractive index change along the tube axial direction. 
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A single azimuthal mode split into fundamental and higher-order axial modes which interacts 

with the triangular edge at different sites and the corresponding facet orientation of the outer 

edge. As shown in Figure 2.10a, the fundamental mode shows a single light emission beam, but 

the higher order axial modes exhibit dual light emission beams symmetrically distributed at two 

sides of the triangular lobe. The emission directions change as the curved triangular 

nanomembrane edge faces into different directions which was demonstrated by the angle-

resolved measurements (Figure 2.10b).  

 

Figure 2.10. (a) Left: Schematic showing directional emission of fundamental and higher order 

axial modes from microtube cavity. Right: Cross-sectional views at different axial position (Z0, 

Zi) with corresponding light emission directions. (b) The angle-resolved measurements.82 

The spiral asymmetry of microtube cavities can be further modified through post-shaping of 

cavity geometry which is highly desirable for fine-adjusting of chiral modes and directional 

light emission.85 A high-index nanobelt fabricated by electron beam-induced deposition (EBID) 

as an additional crescent-shaped nanocap structure on top of the outer rolling edge was 

employed to disturb the spiral tube wall of microtube cavities. As shown in Figure 2.11a and b, 

before the deposition of the nanobelt, probabilistic bi-directional emission with comparable 

intensities occurred because of the outcoupling effect of both outer and inner rolling edges. In 
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contrast, the high-index crescent-shaped nanocap deforms the spiral structure with a modified 

resonant light leakage site which induced the nanocap-decorated outer edge as the foremost 

scatter and further breaks the balance between backscattering strengths of clockwise (CW) and 

counterclockwise (CCW) lightwaves (Figure 2.11c and d). A strong mode chirality emerges in 

post-modification microtube cavity while the CCW lightwave becomes the dominant 

component. Such a scheme of re-shaping the microcavity boundary for manipulating the 

properties of resonant modes can also be applied to other 3D optical microcavities and photonic 

devices. 

 

Figure 2.11. The microtube cavity without (a) with a nanobelt (c) across the tube forming a 

nanocap. Schematics in a cross-sectional view showing the unbalanced backscattering between 

CW and CCW components and corresponding emission directions: without (b) and with the 

nanobelt (d).85 

In addition, an external strain enabled post-modification of the geometry of microtubes is 

explored as an efficient and highly flexible approach for modifying the optical resonance 

wavelength.79 To realize a controllable mechanical stretching process, the microtube was 

transferred on the polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) substrate (Figure 2.12a). The lateral stretching 

leads to a modification of the cross-section of microtubes shape and the lobe width 
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corresponding to the width of the axial potential well. As a result, the field distributions of 

resonant modes and the axial free spectral ranges (FSRs) defined by the depth of potential well 

are efficiently tuned (Figure 2.12b). As confirmed by the evolution of axial modes upon 

continuously increased strain shown in Figure 2.12c, the axial modes show a continuous 

redshift attributed to the tube shape change from non-round to round shape upon a moderate 

strain (less than 12%) and then blue shift due to a shrunk cavity circumference with further 

increased strain. Moreover, the spacing between each axial mode continuously decreases upon 

increased strain owing to the strain imposed along the axial direction which reduced the depth 

of axial potential well. This approach of the efficient modification of the resonant modes by 

strain engineering potentially provides a simple and robust post-fabrication treatment for not 

only microtube cavities but also the other nanomembrane-based optical microcavity devices. 

 

Figure 2.12. (a) A microtube was transferred on PDMS substrate for strain-enabled 

modification. (b) Schematics illustrating a modification of axial modes and the microtube shape 

along the tube. (c) Evolution of axial modes upon an increased strain.79 
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2.3 Coupled microtube cavities 

Coupled optical microcavities provide an intriguing platform to manipulate photons in terms of 

frequency and spatial distribution,110-112 finding many unique photonic applications in a variety 

of fields, such as nonlinear optics,112, 113 laser physics,17, 39 and non-Hermitian photonics.20, 114-

116  

Depending on the coupling strength, the resonance interaction in coupled microcavities can 

be divided into weak and strong coupling regimes. In general, weak coupling known as the 

Purcell effect is a perturbation regime where the decay rate is dependent on electromagnetic 

field density.14, 117 As the coupling strength exceeds damping rates, strong coupling regime is 

reached with the energy splitting between two hybrid states called Rabi splitting, in which the 

energy exchange rate between coupling components is very fast.118, 119 Anticrossing behavior is 

another characteristic of a strongly coupled system.117, 120. 

Optical microcavities guiding resonant light along a ring trajectory (i.e., the path of resonant 

light) in carefully designed geometries form WGM resonances by self-interferences, which 

have been employed as a versatile photonic structure for building coupled microcavity systems 

and investigating resonant optical coupling phenomena.1, 121, 122 To construct the optical 

coupling systems, usually two or more WGM microcavities (e.g., microtoroids,11, 12 

microdisks,123, 124 microrings,124-126 microspheres21, 127) are placed in close proximity. In these 

coupling systems, the microcavity geometries and the inter-cavity coupling gap play important 

roles to ensure sufficient spectral match and efficient coupling. The above-mentioned WGM 

microcavities support 2D confined resonant modes where the corresponding optical coupling 

is fixed at one 2D plane. 

Nanomembrane origami is the art of constructing 3D microstructures from 2D 

nanomembranes through a self-rolling process, which offers high design flexibility in 
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microcavity geometries.128, 129 The origami microtube cavities form out-of-plane WGM 

resonances, which is distinct from conventional circular-shaped WGM resonators that confine 

light in one 2D plane. Over the past decade, microtube cavities have been explored for 

constructing optical coupling systems. Several articles have been published with emphasis on 

the fundamental studies of microtube cavities,28, 130-136 and strong coupling behavior in coupled 

microcavities.111, 112, 117-119, 137-139 For instance, an optical coupling system is formed by trapping 

a microsphere into the hollow core of a microtube cavity, which possesses the internal tangent 

configuration different from the conventional coupled microcavities comprised of solid-core 

WGM microcavities with an externally tangent site (Figure 2.13a).60 In addition to the tangent 

configuration, concentric ring microtubular cavities were reported to realize supermode 

hybridization by varying the thickness of the spacer layer (Figure 2.13b).80 All these optical 

coupling systems support strong coupling of 2D confined resonant modes. In recent researches, 

optical coupling systems supporting out-of-plane optical coupling has been proposed to explore 

3D photonic integration, for example transferring a microtube cavity positioned on a planar 

microring structure (Figure 2.13c).93  

 

Figure 2.13. Schematic of coupled microtubular cavity systems (a) a microsphere trapped in a 

microtube without lobe, (b) concentric microtubular cavities, (c) a microtube onto a microring. 
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Owing to the mode coupling between one set of 2D and another set of 3D confined resonant 

modes or two sets of 2D confined resonant modes, the above-mentioned optical coupling based 

on microtubular cavities is still fixed at one 2D planar. Up to now, the efficient 3D confined 

optical coupling of resonant light has not been reported, in which the wavevector can exist in 

more than one direction (i.e., azimuthal and axial directions) for both fundamental and applied 

studies. The manipulation of wavevector with a higher degree of freedom allows for the study 

of topological photonic based on non-trivial evolution of wavevector, such as generating optical 

Berry phase, optical spin-Hall effect.23, 24  

The microtube cavities with axial potential wells support 3D WGM resonances along both 

azimuthal and axial directions,26, 27 offering a promising possibility to explore multichannel and 

multidimensional optical coupling. The axial confinement within the microtubes adds a new 

degree of freedom for the manipulation of optical resonances and coupling.24, 27-29 Specifically, 

the axial optical potential well in a microtube cavity splits the original azimuthal mode into 

fundamental and multiple higher-order axial modes with different spatial distributions,27 which 

promises to achieve multichannel optical coupling in coupled microtube cavities. It is therefore 

highly desirable to explore optical coupling systems of microtube cavities for realizing 

simultaneously multichannel and multidimensional manipulation of photonic signals. 
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Chapter 3 Experimental methods 

This chapter is divided into two parts. The first part presents the deposition of nanomembranes 

and step-by-step photolithography process for the fabrication of microtube cavities. The second 

part describes the characterization techniques used to determine optical properties and structural 

measurement. 

3.1 Sample preparation 

3.1.1 Nanomembranes deposition 

In this thesis, the microtube cavities were fabricated by self-rolling of prestrained 

nanomembranes. In detail, the nanomembranes are consisted of Al2O3 stop layer/Si sacrificial 

layer/Al2O3 protection layer/SiNx prestrained layer/Al2O3 protection layer from bottom to top, 

as shown in Figure 3.1. The Si film serves as a sacrificial layer that can be rapidly removed by 

xenon difluoride. An Al2O3 film between the sacrificial layer and substrate was selected as the 

stop layer to prevent the Si/SiO2 substrate from being damaged by gas-phase etch. Two Al2O3 

layers at the bottom and top of SiNx film can protect the strained layer from corrosion by the 

solvents and etchants during the film patterning and film release. All the Al2O3 layers were 

deposited by PE-ALD (FlexAL, Oxford Instruments PLC, Abingdon, UK). Si and SiNx layers 

were fabricated by ICPECVD SI 500 D (Sentech Instruments GmbH, Berlin, Germany). The 

SiNx strained film was prepared with a compressive strain in the bottom part while a tensile 

strain in the upper part by adjusting the related deposition parameters such as inductively 

coupled plasma (ICP) power and reactive gas flow.  
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Figure 3.1. Schematic of the deposition of nanomembranes. 

3.1.2 Photolithography 

After the deposition of nanomembranes, standard photolithography and dry-etching were 

utilized to pattern the film and release the prestrained layer, as shown in Figure 3.2. The dry-

etching technique possesses high yield and reproducibility enabling wafer-scale fabrication of 

monolithically integrated microtube cavities.  

Firstly, a photoresist layer (AZ-5214E, Microchemicals GmbH, Germany) was spin-coated 

onto the nanomembranes. And then, the photoresist layer was patterned with different shapes 

according to the designed microtube configuration. The pattern was performed by a maskless 

aligner (MLA 100, Heidelberg Instruments Mikrotechnik GmbH, Heidelberg, Germany). RIE 

(Plasma Lab 100; Oxford Instruments PLC, Abingdon, UK) with chlorine and fluorine 

chemistry were used to structure the rolling layer under the patterned photoresist after 

development procedure. These trenches were etched into the sacrificial layer in similar steps to 

define where to start etching the sacrificial layer for releasing the prestrained films. The 

patterned sample was then passivated by coating an Al2O3 thin film to anchor the strained layer 

to the substrate. After opening the etching windows by RIE, the microtubular cavity was 

realized by a gas phase etch (Xactix e2; Orbotech LTD., Yavne, Israel) to etch away the Si 

sacrificial layer resulting in the rolling of prestrained nanomembranes. 
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Figure 3.2. Schematic diagram illustrating the fabrication process steps of the representative 

SiNx microtubular cavities. 

3.2 Characterization methods 

3.2.1 Scanning electron microscopy 

SEM characterization and focused ion beam (FIB) cuts were performed in an NVision40 (Carl 

Zeiss Microscopy GmbH, Germany) for imaging the microtubular cavities. FIB cuts were made 

using Ga+ ions of 30 kV with currents of 3 nA and 700 pA. SEM images of the cross-sections 

were taken at 10 keV and very low current (aperture 7.5 µm) to avoid charging. 

3.2.2 Optical measurement setup  

Optical measurement was performed with a photoluminescence laser confocal setup (LabRAM 

HR Evolution, Horiba Scientific), as shown in Figure 3.3. An excitation source with 457 nm 

(solid-state laser) laser line was utilized to excite photoluminescence emission (in the range of 

~1.5-2.5 eV) of defects in the SiNx microtube serving as a light source to pump the optical 

resonances. A 50× microscope objective was used to focus the laser beam onto the microtube 

cavities and collect the corresponding emission light. The resonant light was guided to the 
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spectrometer with 600 blz/mm and an electrically cooled charge coupled device (CCD) camera. 

For the measurement of resonant modes with polarization states (transverse magnetic (TM) 

mode: electric field parallel to the tube axis; transverse electric (TE) modes: magnetic field 

parallel to the tube axis), a half-wave plate for 90° rotation and a polarizer were used to 

distinguish whether the polarization state of resonant modes was TE or TM. 

The spatial distributions of the axial modes were mapped by moving the tubular 

microcavities with a step of 0.1 or 0.2 μm along the tube axis and collecting the far-field 

emission spectra at different positions of the lobe region.  

 

Figure 3.3. Sketch of the laser confocal setup.27 
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Chapter 4 Nanogap Enabled Trajectory Splitting and 3D Optical 

Coupling in Self-Assembled Microtubular Cavities 

In this work, the generation of multiple sets of 3D confined resonant modes was realized in a 

single microtube cavity owing to nanogap induced resonant trajectory splits. The optical field 

largely overlaps in the split resonant trajectories, enabling strong optical coupling of 3D 

confined resonant light. The anticrossing feature and modes changing-over were demonstrated 

as direct evidence of strong coupling. In such an optical coupling system, the spatial optical 

field distribution of 3D coupling modes was experimentally mapped upon the strong coupling 

regime, which allows direct observation of the energy transfer process between two hybrid 

states. Numerical calculations based on a quasi-potential model and the mode detuning process 

are in excellent agreement with the experimental results. The generation of multiple sets of 3D 

confined resonant modes and their efficient coupling in a single microcavity is of high interest 

for directional coupling with a higher degree of freedom to realize on-chip integration with 

elevated functionalities such as multiplexing, 3D lasing, and signal processing. 

The results presented in this chapter have been published: X. Wang, Y. Yin, H. Dong, C. N. 

Saggau, M. Tang, L. Liu, H. Tang, S. Duan, L. Ma, and O. G. Schmidt, Nanogap Enabled 

Trajectory Splitting and 3D Optical Coupling in Self-Assembled Microtubular Cavities, ACS 

Nano 2021, 15, 18411−18418. Y.Y., L.M., and O.G.S. conceived the project. X.W., Y.Y., H.D., 

C.N.S., and S.D. designed the experiments and prepared the samples. L.L., and H.T. performed 

the structure characterizations. X.W., and Y.Y. performed the optical measurements. X.W., 

Y.Y., and M.T. performed the numerical simulation. X.W., Y.Y., and L.M. analyzed the data 

and wrote the paper. All authors participated in the discussions.   
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4.1 Introduction  

Optical microcavities guiding resonant light along a ring trajectory (i.e., the path of resonant 

light) in carefully designed geometries form WGM resonances by self-interferences, which 

have been employed as a versatile photonic structure for many applications in lasing, nonlinear 

optics, and light–matter interactions.1, 6, 40, 72, 83, 140-143 To further explore the manipulation of 

resonant light, optically coupled WGM microcavities with hybridized resonant trajectories were 

explored to tune the resonant eigenfrequency and the spatial distribution of the resonant modes, 

indicating a variety of nontrivial physical phenomena and practical applications ranging from 

mode-selective lasing to non-Hermitian photonics.4, 36, 39, 114, 144 In these coupling systems, the 

microcavity geometries (i.e., microtoroids,11, 12 microdisks,13-17 microrings,18-20 microspheres,21, 

22) and the inter-cavity coupling gap play important roles to ensure sufficient spectral match 

and efficient coupling. In general, the optical coupling and energy transfer happen at a tangent 

site of two or multiple resonant trajectories located separately in the neighboring WGM 

microcavities.12, 111, 145 It should be noted that the above-mentioned WGM microcavities 

support 2D confined resonant modes where the corresponding optical coupling is fixed at one 

2D planar. Up to now, the efficient 3D confined optical coupling of resonant light has not been 

reported, in which the wavevector can exist in more than one direction (i.e., azimuthal and axial 

directions) for both fundamental and applied studies such as non-trivial evolution of wavevector 

and direction-selective coupling.23, 24  

As one type of WGM microcavities, microtubular cavities fabricated by self-rolling of 

prestrained nanomembranes provide 3D confinement of light simultaneously resonating in the 

circular cross-section and along the microtube axis. This is distinct from conventional circular-

shaped WGM resonators that confine light in one 2D plane. The axial dimension of the 

microtube cavity supports the manipulation of resonant modes with a new degree of freedom.24, 

42, 50, 59, 81, 96, 130, 136, 146, 147 Thus, it is of high interest to design and regulate resonant trajectories 
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of 3D confined light supported by microtubular cavities for the investigation of 3D optical 

coupling of resonant modes. In this work, the occurrence of multiple sets of 3D confined 

resonant modes and their coupling was enabled based on resonant trajectory split in a single 

microtube cavity. Owing to the existence of an interlayer nanogap in the tube wall, the resonant 

trajectory partially splits at the nanogap region while sharing the same trajectory in the rest part 

of the cavity. As all the split trajectories experience axial confinement in the tube cavity, they 

are all simultaneously confined and resonating along the axial direction. As a result, multiple 

sets of 3D confined resonant modes were generated which is different from previous reports in 

microtube cavities.27, 42, 66, 85 More interestingly, strong optical coupling between two sets of 3D 

confined resonant modes was observed from a single microtube cavity. The corresponding 

spectral anticrossing feature and the changing-over of coupled modes were revealed as direct 

evidence of strong coupling where the interaction strength overcomes the losses. In particular, 

the spatial optical field distribution of 3D coupling modes was experimentally mapped upon 

the strong coupling regime, which shows the corresponding energy transfer process between 

the two hybrid states. Numerical calculations based on the quasi-potential model and the mode 

detuning process are in excellent agreement with the experimental results. The occurrence of 

multiple sets of 3D resonant modes and their efficient coupling based on partial trajectory split 

provides a compact design, assuming an excellent platform to engineer 3D photonic integration 

systems for a variety of potential applications in lasing, sensing, and optical switching. 

4.2 Experimental section 

Fabrication of Microtubular cavities: The microtubular cavities (11-13 μm in diameter) with 

and without interlayer nanogaps in the tube wall were fabricated by dry-etching50 with a 

controlled nanomembrane release. Firstly, the nanomembranes consisted of Al2O3 stop layer 

(~15 nm), Si sacrificial layer and rolling layer (double Al2O3 protection layer (~4 nm) and SiNx 

strained layer (~40 nm)) from bottom to top were deposited onto precleaned Si/SiO2 wafer as 
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the substrate. All the Al2O3 layers were deposited by PE-ALD (FlexAL, Oxford Instruments 

PLC, Abingdon, UK). Si and SiNx layers were fabricated by ICPECVD SI 500 D (Sentech 

Instruments GmbH, Berlin, Germany). And then a photoresist layer about 1.3 μm in thickness 

(AZ-5214E, Microchemicals GmbH, Germany) was spin-coated onto the nanomembranes, 

followed by a U-shape patterning with a parabolic lobe which was performed by a maskless 

aligner (MLA 100, Heidelberg Instruments Mikrotechnik GmbH, Heidelberg, Germany). RIE 

(Plasma Lab 100; Oxford Instruments PLC, Abingdon, UK) with chlorine and fluorine 

chemistry were used to structure the patterned nanomembranes. Next, the structured sample 

was passivated by a 4 nm thick Al2O3 layer to protect the unstructured sacrificial layer. After 

opening the etching window by RIE, the microtubular cavity was released by a gas phase etch 

(Xactix e2; Orbotech LTD., Yavne, Israel) to etch away the Si sacrificial layer resulting in the 

rolling of nanomembranes. In addition, the Al2O3 layer was grown by ALD deposition on the 

surface of the microtube to tune the resonant frequencies and the coupling strength of coupled 

microtubular cavities. 

Characterization: Scanning electron microscopy images in cross-sectional view were 

obtained after cutting by the focused ion beam. Optical measurement was performed with a 

microphotoluminescence laser confocal setup (LabRAM HR Evolution, Horiba Scientific) with 

an excitation wavelength of 457 nm to excite the photoluminescence of defects in the SiNx 

microtube, in which a 50x microscope objective was used to focus the laser beam onto the 

microtubular cavities and collect the corresponding emission light.  

4.3 Results and discussion 

Microtubular cavities were prepared by a dry chemistry-rolling method50 through a well-

controlled nanomembrane release. The schematic of the microfabrication process is illustrated 

in Figure 4.1, and more detailed preparation information is provided in the Experimental section. 
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In brief, a 15-nm-thick Al2O3 film between the sacrificial layer and substrate was selected as 

the stop layer to prevent the Si/SiO2 substrate from being damaged by gas-phase etch. The 

prestained SiNx nanomembrane (40 nm thick) was deposited on a silicon sacrificial layer by 

plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition, which was in turn patterned by photolithography 

and dry etch chemistry. The patterned sample was passivated by 4 nm Al2O3 film. Followed by 

opening a release window to define the starting rolling edge, the strained SiNx patterns together 

with a top and bottom Al2O3 protection layer roll up into microtubular structures through 

removing the sacrificial layer by XeF2 vapor etching. A parabolic-shaped lobe structure was 

designed on the SiNx pattern which induces axial confinement in the rolled-up microtube 

cavities.25, 50  

 

Figure 4.1. Schematic diagram illustrating the fabrication process steps of the SiNx 

microtubular cavities. 

During the roll-up process (see Figure 4.2a), the release of the strained nanomembranes 

undergoes several well-controlled pulsed etching cycles with 30 s per cycle and 3 Torr XeF2 

vapor pressure. After each etching circle, the release process of the strained nanomembranes is 

suspended for ten seconds. The duration of each etching cycle and the pressure of XeF2 etching 
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gas are fixed in the preparation of all microtubular cavities. The rolling speed and steps (equal 

to etching cycles) are determined by the reactive etching behavior between XeF2 molecules and 

Si atoms in the sacrificial layer. As such, the final geometry structure of the microtubular cavity 

is determined by the photolithographic patterning and release process of the strained SiNx 

nanomembranes.26, 50 Figure 4.2b shows a representative SiNx microtube prepared by the well-

controlled rolling. 

 

Figure 4.2. (a) Schematic diagram illustrating a controllable roll-up process of a SiNx 

microtubular cavity. (b) Optical microscopy image of a rolled-up microtube and a magnified 

image of the middle tube segment where a lobe structure is located. 

By adjusting the etching cycles, three types of microtube cavities are obtained. For the tube 

fabricated with less than four etching cycles, it possesses a tight interlayer structure of tube wall 

which accommodates one resonant trajectory, as shown in Figure 4.3a and b. For optical 
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characterizations, a 457 nm laser is used to excite photoluminescence (PL) emission (in the 

range of ~1.5-2.5 eV) from the SiNx layer in the tube wall. The conventional microtubular 

cavity without nanogap only supports one set of 3D confined polarized modes (see Figure 4.3c). 

With the increase of etching cycles, the interlayer nanogap structure occurs in the tube wall due 

to the pulsed rolling process which is shown in the corresponding cross-sectional SEM image 

(see Figure 4.3d). The interlayer nanogap enables the resonant trajectory to partially split into 

double ones while sharing the axial confinement induced by the same lobe structure (see Figure 

4.3e). The splitting trajectories support two sets of 3D confined resonant modes as shown in 

Figure 4.3f, which is distinct from the previous reports.27, 42, 50, 80 Further increasing the etching 

cycles generate more interlayer nanogaps in the tube wall. As shown in Figure 4.3g and h, a 

microtube with more than one interlayer nanogap is observed which supports three partially 

split resonant trajectories. As a result, three sets of 3D confined resonant modes are generated 

in a single microtubular cavity (see Figure 4.3i).  
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Figure 4.3. SEM images of the three types of microtubular cavities without (a) and with one 

(d), two (g) interlayer nanogap in the tube wall in cross-sectional view after cutting by the 

focused ion beam. (b), (e), and (h) Schematic showing the corresponding cross-sectional 

structure and resonant trajectories. The measured resonant spectra of three types of 

microtubular cavities supporting one (c), two (f), and three (i) sets of 3D confined TM (electric 

field parallel to the tube axis) polarized modes. 

The formation of the three types of microtubular cavities is further systematically 

investigated considering the parameters of the rolling step length and the ratio of total rolling 

length (L) to diameter (D) which are adjusted during the roll-up process. The rolling step length 

is defined as the rolling length of the strained nanomembranes in one etching cycle of 30 s, 

which is related to the thickness of the sacrificial layer. L/D is used to reflect the winding 

number of the tube wall where the interlayer nanogap in the tube wall is formed during the 

pulsed release. Both the rolling step length and L/D determine the etching cycles which is 

relevant to the number of sets of 3D confined resonant modes. The corresponding results were 

plotted in a phase diagram shown in Figure 4.4. The diagram is divided into three regions 

corresponding to microtube cavities supporting one, two, and three sets of resonant modes, 

respectively. As sketched in the red region, the tube cavities fabricated with a small ratio L/D 

(<7.3) only support one set of resonant modes. As the L/D increases, interlayer nanogaps start 

to occur in the tube wall. These microtubular cavities support more than one set of resonant 

modes due to the split resonant trajectories. At the same time, as the rolling step length becomes 

smaller (less than 35 µm), more etching cycles are required during the roll-up process, which 

generates more than one interlayer nanogap in the tube wall. As a result, two or three sets of 

resonant modes are observed from a single microtube cavity depending on the occurrence of 

one or more nanogaps in the tube wall.  
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Figure 4.4. Diagram of three types of the microtubular cavity with different rolling step lengths 

and the ratio of rolling length (L) to diameter (D). The circles, squares, and triangles represent 

a microtubular cavity that supports one, two, and three sets of 3D resonant modes, respectively.  

A detailed transition of the optical resonant spectra of three types of microtubular cavities 

with different ratios of rolling lengths to diameter changing from 2.5 to 20.9 and the same 

rolling step lengths of 30 μm per etching cycle is shown in Figure 4.5. As shown in the green 

region, the tube cavities with the ratio L/D from 2.5 to 4.9 only support one set of resonant 

modes. In the red region, these microtubular cavities become to support two sets of resonant 

modes with the increase of ratio L/D from 5.7 to 14.5. Moreover, in the yellow region, three 

sets of resonant modes are observed from a single microtube cavity with further increased L/D 

from 16.1 to 20.9. 
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Figure 4.5. The detailed optical resonant spectra of three types of microtubular cavities by 

changing the ratios of rolling lengths to diameter. 

Optical field distributions in these three types of microtubular cavities were calculated by a 

finite element method based on the commercial software COMSOL. Because all the azimuthal 

modes have similar behavior and to save calculation time, a representative resonant mode with 

a smaller mode number is selected to calculate the optical field distributions.27, 80 Owing to the 

spatial overlapping of the optical field, the simulated optical field distribution of the 
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microtubular cavities is slightly hybridized which can reflect the split of resonant trajectories 

induced by the interlayer nanogap. As shown in Figure 4.6a, one resonant trajectory is observed 

in the microtube cavity without a wall nanogap. In the microtube with a wall nanogap, the 

resonant trajectory split is revealed by a distinct difference in the optical field distribution. As 

shown in Figure 4.6b, most of the optical field is overlapping in the tube wall while it gets split 

into an inner and outer part at the nanogap location. Similarly, three partially split resonant 

trajectories are formed when more nanogaps occur in the tube wall, as shown in Figure 4.6c.  

 

Figure 4.6. Calculated optical field distributions in the cross-section of the tube wall of three 

types of microtubular cavities with one (a), double (b), and three (c) resonant trajectories, 

respectively. 

To further analyze the observed multiple sets of 3D resonant modes, the spatial distributions 

of the axial modes supported by the three types of the microtubular cavities were mapped by 

collecting the far-field emission spectra in the lobe region with a scanning step of 0.2 μm along 

the tube axis, as shown in the top panels of Figure 4.7. For comparison, the axial modes of the 

microtube cavity supporting one set of 3D resonant modes are shown in Figure 4.7a. For the 
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tube cavity supporting two sets of 3D resonant modes, the axial modes are partially overlapping 

with each other in the lobe region (see Figure 4.7b). This mapping result indicates that the two 

sets of resonant modes are confined by two quasi-potential wells induced by trajectory split 

sharing the same lobe structure. Similarly, for the microtubular cavity supporting three sets of 

3D resonant modes, three independent quasi-potential wells, rather than being a sum of three 

quasi-potential wells are clearly observed from a single microtubular cavity (Figure 4.7c).  

 

Figure 4.7. The measured spatial field distributions of axial modes in the lobe region for three 

types of microtubular cavities supporting one (a), two (b), and three (c) sets of resonant modes, 

respectively. 

To verify the experimental results, a theoretical model is developed based on adiabatic 

approximation.25, 27 In brief, the optical electric field can be separated into rφ-plane and z 

components. For each position z along the tube axis, the optical field ⌀(r, φ) in the r-φ plane is 

described by the function −(1 𝑛2⁄ )∇2∅(𝑟, 𝜑) = 𝑘𝑐𝑖𝑟𝑐
2 (𝑟, 𝜑)∅(𝑟, 𝜑), where n is the refractive 
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index, kcirc(z) is the quasi-potential. Then the axial propagation determined by the lobe structure 

is described by a quasi-Schrodinger equation, – (1 𝑛2⁄ )(𝜕2 𝜕𝑧2⁄ )Ψ(𝑧) + 𝑘𝑐𝑖𝑟𝑐
2 (𝑧)𝜓(𝑧) =

𝑘2(𝑧)𝜓(𝑧), where k(z) is the eigenenergy, Ψ(z) is an eigenstate of the axial mode. Considering 

the geometrical parameters of the microtubular cavities diameter as well as the quasi-potential 

well, the antinode distributions of axial modes of the three types of the microtubular cavities 

are calculated, as shown in the top panels of Figure 4.8a-c. The calculation results show an 

excellent agreement with the corresponding experimental measurements (see the bottom panels 

of Figure 4.8a-c).  

 

Figure 4.8. Top panels: calculated antinode distributions of axial modes for three types of the 

microtubular cavity supporting one (a), two (b), and three (c) sets of 3D confined resonant 

modes, respectively. Bottom panels: measured spatial distributions of axial modes in the lobe 

region for the experimentally investigated microcavities.  
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Furthermore, optical coupling between two sets of 3D resonant modes supported by a single 

microtubular cavity is investigated. The coupling strength is mainly dependent on the difference 

in resonant frequency and the spatial overlapping of the optical field.117, 119, 148, 149 The interlayer 

nanogap directly determines the difference in free spectral range (FSR) and mode spacing 

between multiple sets of 3D confined resonant modes. The optical coupling occurs when the 

frequencies of two sets of 3D confined resonant modes are approaching each other. As shown 

in Figure 4.9, the coupling strength is tuned by step-by-step Al2O3 coating on the rolled-up 

microtube by ALD.87 In the ALD coating process, the precursor can disperse into the hollow 

core of microtubes, allowing for the deposition of Al2O3 on both inner and outer tube surfaces. 

As the thickness of Al2O3 increases from 1 to 6 nm, the effective refractive index gradually 

increases leading to the continuous redshift of the whole modes. The two sets of resonant modes 

experience different spectral shifts as the double sets of resonant modes have unequal 

sensitivities to the perturbations induced by Al2O3 coating. The spacing between the two 

neighboring fundamental modes firstly decreases and then increases, which shows a clear 

anticrossing trend with the evolution of Al2O3 coating thickness. In addition, the mode intensity 

of the coupled modes was exchanged with each other during the process. The corresponding 

spectral anticrossing feature together with the modes changing-over show direct evidence of 

strong optical coupling in the single microtubular cavity.  
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Figure 4.9. Transition of resonant modes measured from a microtubular cavity supporting two 

sets of resonant modes upon Al2O3 coating (from 1 to 6 nm with a step of 1 nm). 

The mode coupling behavior in the coupled cavity is modeled by a Hamiltonian matrix 𝐻 =

[
𝐸1 − 𝑖𝛾1 𝑉1

𝑉2 𝐸2 − 𝑖𝛾2
],80 where E1 and E2 are the initial eigenenergies, γ1 and γ2 are the decay 

rates. V1 and V2 are the coupling constants and V2=V1
*, ensuring that the coupling strength 

√𝑉1𝑉2  is a real number. The coupled eigenstates were described by 𝐸± = 𝐸+ − 𝑖𝛾+ ±

√(𝐸− − 𝑖𝛾−)2 + 𝑉1𝑉2 , where 𝐸± = (𝐸1 ± 𝐸2)/2  and 𝛾± = (𝛾1 ± 𝛾2)/2 . The anticrossing 

trend and the modes intensity changing-over were obtained in the modeling results, showing an 

excellent agreement with experimental measurements (see Figure 4.10). In particular, as shown 

in the inserts of Figure 4.10, the stronger modes hybridization between two sets of resonant 

modes is observed at zero detuning of the best-coupled modes. 
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Figure 4.10. Evolution of modeled coupling modes obtained by transfer matrix modeling. The 

triangles represent the experimental results in Figure 4.9. The inserts show the simulated optical 

field distribution of the microtube at zero detuning of the best-coupled mode. 

To further examine the coupling and energy transfer of the coupling system, the evolution 

of the measured and calculated spatial optical field distribution of coupling modes was analyzed 

together with the corresponding resonant mode spectra (see Figure 4.11). The spacing of 

coupled fundamental modes firstly shrinks from 3.73 to 2.71 meV and then increases to 3.22 

meV accompanied by the exchange of modes intensity. For instance, when the coupled 

microtube cavities are in the strong coupling regime with the minimum mode spacing (Al2O3 

coating thickness ~ 4 nm), high-order axial modes of the coupled microcavities are spatially 

overlapping representing efficient energy transfer between the two sets of modes. The coupling 

of the resonant modes becomes so strong that their mode profiles are significantly blurred which 

is also a sign of energy transfer under strong mode hybridization.  
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Figure 4.11. The evolution of measured (left panel) and calculated (right panel) spatial optical 

field distribution of the coupling modes together with the corresponding resonant mode spectra. 

The strong optical coupling of 3D resonant light was also realized in the microtube cavity 

supporting three sets of resonant modes. The corresponding evolution of measured resonant 

spectra of the microtubular cavity supporting three sets of resonant modes upon Al2O3 thickness 

from 1 to 10 nm with a step of 1 nm were shown in Figure 4.12. A clear anticrossing trend is 

observed with the increase of Al2O3 thickness. Moreover, the mode intensity of the coupled 

modes was exchanged with each other during the process. The spectral anticrossing feature 

together with the modes changing-over are revealed as the direct evidence to verify the strong 

optical coupling in the microtubular cavity supporting three sets of 3D confined resonant modes. 
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Figure 4.12. The evolution of measured resonant spectra of the microtubular cavity supporting 

three sets of resonant modes upon Al2O3 thickness from 1 to 10 nm. 

4.4 Conclusion 

In summary, microtubular cavities with interlayer nanogaps in the tube wall were fabricated by 

a well-controlled nanomembrane release. The interlayer nanogap in the tube wall causes the 

resonant trajectory to partially split into two or three ones while sharing the same axial 

confinement, which results in the occurrence of multiple sets of 3D confined resonant modes 

in a single microtube cavity. The co-existence of two or three independent quasi-potential wells 

was revealed in experiments and further verified by the numerical calculations. The largely 

overlapping optical field in two or three ring trajectories in a single microtubular cavity enables 

strong optical coupling of 3D confined resonant modes. The anticrossing feature and the modes 

changing-over were demonstrated as direct evidence of strong coupling. The 3D optical 

coupling is particularly interesting for directional coupling with a higher degree of freedom. 

Moreover, the manipulation of wavevector with a higher degree of freedom allows for the study 
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of topological photonic based on non-trivial evolution of wavevector, such as generating optical 

Berry phase, optical spin-Hall effect.23, 24 Our work offers a compact and robust scheme for 

realizing multiple sets of 3D confined resonant modes and their coupling in a single microtube 

cavity, which is of high interest for promising applications such as optical modulations, 

multiplexing, lasing, sensing, and on-chip 3D integration. 
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Chapter 5 Collective Coupling of 3D Confined Optical Modes in 

Monolithic Twin Microtube Cavities Formed by Nanomembrane 

Origami  

Coupled optical microcavities have been extensively explored as an ideal platform to 

manipulate photons in terms of the resonant eigenfrequencies and spatial distributions. 

However, the effective energy exchange channels between coupled microcavities are usually 

fixed by a nanogap at a tangent site between the neighboring resonant trajectories, which 

severely hinders the parallel manipulation of photonic modes. In this chapter, we study the 

monolithic fabrication of twin microtube cavities by a nanomembrane origami method for 

achieving collective coupling of 3D confined optical modes. The well-designed nanomembrane 

origami produces in situ wafer-scale twin microcavity coupling systems. The unique parallel 

configuration of twin microtubes enables large spatial overlapping of optical fields at a one-

dimensional nanogap along the tube axis. Owing to the well-aligned twin geometries, two sets 

of 3D confined optical modes in twin microtubes are spectrally and spatially matched, by which 

both the fundamental and higher-order axial modes are respectively coupled with each other. 

Multiple groups of the coupling modes provide multiple effective channels for energy exchange 

between coupled microcavities, which are illustrated by the measured spatial optical field 

distributions. The spectral anticrossing and changing-over features of each group of coupled 

modes are revealed in experiments and calculations, indicating the occurrence of strong 

coupling. In addition, the simulated 3D mode profiles of twin microcavities confirm the 

collective strong coupling behavior, which is in good agreement with the experimental results. 

The collective coupling of 3D confined resonant modes promises broad applications in 

multichannel optical signal processing, nonlinear optics, and 3D non-Hermitian systems. 
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5.1 Introduction  

Strong interactions between coupled optical microcavities provide an intriguing platform to 

manipulate photons in terms of frequency and spatial distribution,110-112 finding many unique 

photonic applications in a variety of fields, such as nonlinear optics,112, 113 laser physics,17, 39 

and non-Hermitian photonics.20, 114-116 WGM microcavities supporting resonances along a ring 

trajectory have been identified as ideal candidates for building those coupled microcavity 

systems and investigating resonant optical coupling phenomena.1, 121, 122 The strong interactions 

between two resonant modes can arise from the surface backscattering or nonlinear coupling in 

a single WGM microcavity.150-154 In general, to construct the optical coupling systems, two or 

more WGM microcavities (e.g., microtoroids,11, 12 microdisks,123, 124 microrings,125,126 

microspheres21, 127) are placed in close proximity to explore the WGM optical coupling.155 The 

WGM optical resonance is confined within a 2D azimuthal plane.16,156 The corresponding 

coherent coupling is constrained to a tangent site between neighboring microcavities, where the 

single channel of energy exchange severely hinders the parallel processing of photonic signals.  

Nanomembrane origami is the art of constructing 3D microstructures from 2D 

nanomembranes through self-rolling process, which offers high design flexibility in 

microcavity geometries.128, 129 The origami microtube cavities with axial potential wells support 

3D WGM resonances along both azimuthal and axial directions,26, 27 offering a promising 

possibility to explore multichannel and multidimensional optical coupling. The axial 

confinement within the microtubes adds a new degree of freedom for the manipulation of 

optical resonances and coupling.24, 27-29 Specifically, the axial optical potential well in a 

microtube cavity splits the original azimuthal mode into fundamental and multiple higher-order 

axial modes with different spatial distributions,27 which promises to achieve multichannel 

optical coupling in coupled microtube cavities. It is therefore highly desirable to explore optical 
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coupling systems of microtube cavities for realizing simultaneously multichannel manipulation 

of photonic signals in 3D space. 

In this work, we demonstrate the collective optical coupling of 3D confined resonant modes 

in monolithic twin microtube cavities. Using a nanomembrane origami approach,3, 50 the twin 

microtubes with axial potential wells are obtained by self-rolling of prestrained nanomembranes 

from two opposite directions, which simplifies the fabrication flow and enables in situ wafer-

scale fabrication of coupling systems. The 3D microtube geometry provides a large coupling 

region along the tangent line between two neighboring microcavities, which creates multiple 

spatial channels for optical coupling. With almost the same geometries, the twin microtube 

cavities allow good spectral matching of multiple axial modes. As a result, the fundamental and 

higher order axial modes supported by the twin microcavities (cavity-I and II) are 

simultaneously coupled with each other. Through mode detuning, spectral anticrossing and 

changing-over features of multiple groups of coupling modes are observed in both experimental 

and simulations, revealing the occurrence of strong coupling. The well-aligned collective strong 

coupling offers multiple coupling channels for efficient energy exchange between coupled 

microcavities, which is illustrated by the spatial optical field distributions. The simulated 3D 

mode profiles in the twin microtubes agree well with the experimental results. Our work 

provides a unique platform for realizing collective strong coupling of 3D confined resonant 

modes in a monolithically integrated coupling system, which is of high interest for promising 

applications in nonlinear optics, 3D coupled non-Hermitian systems and multichannel optical 

signal processing. 

5.2 Experimental section 

Sample fabrication: The tubular twin microcavities were fabricated by self-rolling of 

prestrained SiNx nanomembranes with top and bottom Al2O3 protection layer from two opposite 
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directions. As previously reported in detail,50, 157 dry-etching with high yield and reproducibility 

was utilized to pattern thin films and etch Si sacrificial layer in gas phase atmosphere. The 

nanomembranes consist of Al2O3 stop layer/Si sacrificial layer/Al2O3 protection layer/SiNx 

strained layer/Al2O3 protection layer from bottom to top. The Si sacrificial layer (400 nm) and 

SiNx layer (40 nm) were deposited using chemical vapor deposition (CVD, SI 500 D, Sentech 

Instruments). The Al2O3 stop layer (15 nm), protection layer (4 nm) and passivation layer (4 

nm) were fabricated by atomic layer deposition (ALD, FlexAL, Oxford Instruments PLC, 

Abingdon, UK). A photoresist layer with a thickness of 1.3 μm (AZ-5214E, Microchemicals 

GmbH, Germany) was first spin-coated onto the prepared nanomembranes. The photoresist was 

exposed by a Maskless Aligner exposure system (MLA 100, Heidelberg Instruments 

Mikrotechnik GmbH, Heidelberg, Germany) and developed in AZ 726 MIF developer 

(Microchemicals). The obtained photoresist pattern with double lobe structure was etched into 

the sacrificial layer by reactive ion etching (RIE, Plasma Lab 100; Oxford Instruments PLC, 

Abingdon, UK). And then the whole sample was passivated by Al2O3 layer. The SiNx strained 

layer rolled up from two opposite directions at the same time by opening two etching windows, 

which was performed by etching Si sacrificial layer inside a xenon difluoride etching system 

(Xactix e2; Orbotech Ltd., Yavne, Israel). 

Characterization: Scanning electron microscopy characterization was performed in a Zeiss 

DSM982. The samples were imaged after sputter coating with Cr (~10 nm) to improve 

conductivity and contrast. In addition, the resonant spectra were carried out using a confocal 

photoluminescence setup (LabRAM HR Evolution, HORIBA Scientific). A laser beam at an 

excitation wavelength of 457 nm was focused onto the microcavity surface through a 50× long 

working distance objective lens. The spatial distributions of the axial modes were mapped by 

moving the tubular microcavities from -5 to 5 µm with a step of 0.1 μm along the tube axis and 

collecting the spectra at different positions of the lobe region. 
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5.3 Results and discussion 

Figure 5.1a illustrates an optical coupling system consisting of parallel twin microtube cavities. 

A lobe structure modified on the microtube provides an axial optical potential well (i.e. potential 

well-1 and 2 in cavity-I and II, respectively) which supports optical axial resonances in addition 

to the azimuthal WGM ones. The unique configuration of parallel twin microtubes enables the 

spatial overlapping of evanescent fields at the whole tangent line along the tube axis. Due to 

the axial position-dependent field distribution in the twin microtube cavities, optical coupling 

between two sets of 3D confined modes can occur when the resonant modes are spectrally and 

spatially matched.158, 159 In the case of strong coupling, the resonant modes get hybridized in 

the twin microcavity system and culminate in the emergence of modes splitting (Figure 5.1b).112, 

119 As shown in Figure 5.1c and d, the fundamental modes E0 and E0’ interact with each other 

to form a doublet of two hybrid states of E0- and E0+, while each higher-order axial modes (e.g. 

E1, E2) confined in potential well-1 couple with the same order axial modes (i.e., E1’, E2’) in 

potential well-2, resulting in hybridized states (E1-, E1+; E2-, E2+). In other words, a collective 

strong coupling of aligned 3D confined resonant modes, including fundamental modes and 

higher-order axial modes, can occur in the twin microtube cavity system.  
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Figure 5.1. (a) Schematic of optical coupling via a tangent line and (b) the resultant mode 

splitting in an optical coupling system consisting of parallel twin microcavities under laser 

excitation. (c, d) Schematic illustration of the collective mode coupling between two sets of 3D 

confined resonant modes 

To obtain the target optical coupling systems, the nanomembrane origami method is 

employed for the preparation of parallel twin microtubes.50 The key to realize the unique 

configuration lies in the clever predefinition of the nanomembranes before the rolling process, 

which influences the resonant modes and their corresponding optical coupling behaviors in twin 

microcavities.25 As illustrated in Figure 5.2, the prestrained SiNx films (~40 nm) with top and 

bottom double Al2O3 protection layers (~4 nm) are firstly deposited on a silicon sacrificial layer. 

Two identical parabolic-shaped lobes are patterned on the middle part of the strained layer by 

standard photolithography. Then, the whole sample is passivated by a 4 nm thick Al2O3 layer 

via ALD. By opening two windows as the starting rolling edges, the patterned nanomembrane 

is rolled up into parallelly aligned twin microtubes from two opposite directions each with the 

same rolling length.  
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Figure 5.2. Schematic diagram of the fabrication steps of the twin microcavities. 

Rolled-up nanotechnology enables in situ mass fabrication of monolithically integrated twin 

microtubes with high yield and quality, as shown in the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

images (Figure 5.3a and b). The patterned double parabolic-shaped lobes are located in the 

middle region of the twin microtubes (Figure 5.3c and d) providing light confinement along the 

tube axis.56, 66 Accordingly, both of the twin microtubes can support 3D confined resonant 

modes. With almost the same geometries, such as diameters (~10 µm) and lobes, the twin 

microtube cavities allow for simultaneous spectral matching of multiple axial modes including 

fundamental and higher-order axial modes.158 Besides, the two coupled microtubes are well 

aligned parallelly (Figure 5.3b-d), which facilitates good spatial matching of two sets of 3D 

confined resonant modes.159 Overall, the spectral and spatial matching can enable the 
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occurrence of the collective optical coupling between two sets of 3D confined optical modes in 

twin microtube systems.  

 

Figure 5.3. SEM images of (a) a large-area twin microtubes array seen under 75o, (b) a small-

area twin microtubes, and (c, d) individual twin microtubes and the corresponding zoom-in 

central segment.  

The resonant spectra in both isolated and coupled microtubes are investigated to reveal the 

optical coupling behavior in the twin microcavities. Isolated single microtubes fabricated by 

the same preparation parameters exhibit almost the same diameter (~10 µm) shown in Figure 

5.4a and b. In a laser confocal setup, an excitation laser beam at 457 nm is used to excite 

photoluminescence (PL) emission from the SiNx layer in the tube wall, serving as the light 

source to the pump optical resonances. Figure 5.4c shows the PL spectrum of an isolated 

microtube cavity. Similar to conventional microtube cavities,24, 27 the single microtube cavity 

supports one set of 3D confined resonant modes with transverse magnetic (TM, defined as the 

electric field parallel to the tube axis) polarization. For the twin microtubes, the laser excitation 

and emission measurement spots are focused onto only one microtube cavity (see schematic in 
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Figure 5.1a), while the collected PL spectrum can be deconvoluted into two sets of 3D confined 

resonant modes (Figure 5.4d). This phenomenon indicates twin microtubes possess a suitable 

coupling gap which enables the large overlap of the optical fields along the tangent line. The 

appropriate quality (Q) factor (~2000-3000) of fundamental and higher-order modes facilitate 

the spectral match of two sets of optical modes. Moreover, the resonant frequencies of two sets 

of 3D confined optical modes approach each other. Both the neighboring fundamental and 

higher-order modes have small mode spacing yielding a good spectral matching for efficient 

mode coupling between twin microtube cavities.  

 

Figure 5.4. SEM images of a single (a) and twin (b) microcavities at the lobe region indicating 

the mapping measurement regions. Measured resonant spectra of a single (c) and twin (d) 

microcavities.  

Spatial distributions of the axial modes supported by single and twin microcavities were 

characterized by mapping the PL spectra along the microtube axis (indicated in Figure 5.4a and 

b). The spectra and spatial distributions in a wider resonant frequency range supported by one 
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isolated and twin microtubular cavities can be found in Figure 5.5. Figure 5.5a and b show the 

PL spectra and mapping PL result of the isolated microtube, where one set of 3D resonant 

modes, including the fundamental mode E0 and higher-order axial modes Ei (i≥1), are clearly 

observed due to the optical confinement in an axial potential well. In contrast, a distinct result 

is observed in the twin microcavities, i.e. two sets of 3D confined resonant modes are formed 

due to the efficient optical coupling confined in two potential wells in the twin microtubes 

(Figure 5.5a and c). The two sets of resonant modes largely overlap with each other in the lobe 

region of neighboring microtubes. Overall, the large spatial overlapping together with the 

spectral matching of two sets of 3D confined optical modes may result in effective multichannel 

mode coupling in the twin microtube cavities.  
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Figure 5.5. (a) The measured resonant spectra of one isolated and twin microcavities supporting 

one and two sets of 3D confined resonant modes, respectively. The measured spatial 

distributions of resonant modes in the lobe region for one single (b) and twin (c) microcavities. 

To further investigate the optical coupling in twin microtube cavities, the spectral detuning 

between two sets of 3D optical modes was examined via step-by-step Al2O3 coating on the twin 

microcavities by ALD which changes the effective refractive index and coupling strength.80, 108 

Figure 5.6 shows the variation of resonant spectra of the coupled microtubes with the increase 

of Al2O3 layer thickness. Both sets of 3D confined resonant modes undergo continuous redshifts 

due to the increased effective refractive index of the microtube cavities.  

 

Figure 5.6. Evolution of resonant spectra of a twin microcavity measured by varying Al2O3 

coating thickness from 2 to 18 nm.  
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For the resonant modes framed by the dotted boxes in Figure 5.6, the mode energy and 

spacing of the neighboring fundamental modes and the first two orders of axial modes are 

extracted as a function of Al2O3 thickness, as shown in Figure 5.7. It is found that the spacing 

between two fundamental modes first shrinks from 2.24 to 0.41 meV at an Al2O3 thickness of 

10 nm, and then increases to 1.67 meV for an 18 nm thick Al2O3 coating (Figure 5.7a). The 

higher-order axial modes exhibit similar behaviors in mode spacing with Al2O3 coating (Figure 

5.7b and c). Clear anticrossing trends are observed for both fundamental and higher-order axial 

modes. In addition, the mode intensity of the coupled fundamental modes reverses when the 

Al2O3 thickness increases from 2 to 18 nm (see Figure 5.6). The spectral anticrossing feature 

together with the mode changing-over serves directly proves the occurrence of strong optical 

coupling in the twin microtube cavities.119, 138 The minimum mode spacing for the three groups 

of coupling modes is reached for an Al2O3 thickness of 10 nm, which indicates that the mode 

coupling evolves synchronously over the detuning process.  
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Figure 5.7. Mode energy and mode spacing as a function of the thickness of Al2O3 coating for 

the coupled fundamental (a), first (b) and second (c) order axial modes. The lower and upper 

branches correspond to the lower and higher energy modes of each group of coupled modes, 

respectively. 

To theoretically understand the collective mode coupling behavior, the optical coupling of 

fundamental modes and higher-order axial modes in the twin microcavities were separately 

modeled by a Hamiltonian matrix.160, 161 The optical coupling between two resonant modes can 

be described as: 

H = (
𝐸1 𝑉
𝑊 𝐸2

), 

where W and V are coupling constants. E1 and E2 are the complex energies, √𝑉𝑊 is the coupling 

strength with the off-diagonal elements W=V*. Real part of E1 and E2 are the initial 

eigenenergies of coupling modes extracted from experimental data (Figure 5.7). The hybrid 

states of coupled modes can be expressed as: 

𝐸± =
𝐸1+𝐸2

2
± √

(𝐸1−𝐸2)2

4
+ 𝑉𝑊. 

For each group of the coupling modes, two distinct resonant branches exist as the upper and 

lower branches (Figure 5.8a-c). Both branches can be fit very well by the anticrossing trend. 

The mode intensity of the lower branch decreases as the Al2O3 coating increases, while that of 

the upper branch increases during the process. The spectral anticrossing feature and the modes 

intensity changing-over confirm the occurrence of strong coupling behavior between each 

group of the coupling modes. Figure 5.8d shows the evolution of three groups of strongly 

coupled modes over the detuning process. In the case of zero detuning, the strongest coupled 

states of three coupling systems are realized synchronously at an Al2O3 thickness of about 10 

nm. Numerical calculations of the mode anticrossing behavior show good agreement with 
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experimental measurements (see Figure 5.7), further verifying the collective strong coupling 

between two sets of 3D confined optical modes.  

 

Figure 5.8. Calculated detuning of coupled fundamental (a), first (b) and second (c) order 

modes obtained by transfer matrix modeling. (d) The modeled evolution of three groups of 

coupling modes over the detuning process. 

Further insight into the strong interaction between two sets of 3D confined resonant modes 

in the twin microtube system is gained from a detailed analysis of the mode intensity changing-

over behavior (Figure 5.9-5.11). Figure 5.9 displays two representative resonant spectra and 

corresponding spatial distributions with Al2O3 coating thicknesses of 2 and 18 nm (beginning 

and ending of the tuning). At the beginning of the spectral detuning process (Al2O3 coating 

thickness 2 nm), two sets of resonant modes are slightly hybridized, which are fitted by 

Lorentzian functions indicating the fundamental modes (E0; E0’) and individual axial modes 

(E1, E2; E1’, E2’). The lower branch (E0, E1, E2) in each group of coupled modes initially has a 

higher mode intensity than that of the upper branch (E0’, E1’, E2’). In contrast, the mode 

intensity of the lower branch becomes smaller than that of the upper branch with an Al2O3 
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coating thickness of 18 nm (Figure 5.9a). Such mode changing-over behavior during the 

spectral detuning process is a typical characteristic of strong optical coupling. When the coupled 

twin microtubes are in the weak coupling regime, the optical fields of two sets of 3D optical 

modes overlap less spatially with each other, which represents less energy exchange between 

coupled modes (Figure 5.9b). 

 

Figure 5.9. Evolution of resonant spectra (a) and measured (b) spatially optical field 

distribution of the coupling modes with Al2O3 coating thicknesses of 2 and 18 nm. 

With increasing Al2O3 layer thickness (8 and 10 nm Al2O3 coating, closest mode splitting), 

the optical field is highly hybridized resulting in the emergence of hybrid states of 3D confined 

optical modes exhibiting mode splitting in the resonant spectra (Figure 5.10). The hybrid 

resonant modes including fundamental and higher-order axial modes collectively exchange 

energy with each other, which is manifested in the changing-over of the mode intensity between 

each group of coupling modes (Figure 5.10a). This phenomenon indicates that all coupling 

systems have entered the strong coupling regime with the minimum coupling spacing. In the 

regime with strong coupling strength, the optical fields of each group of coupled modes largely 

overlap with each other generating efficient energy exchange between coupled modes (Figure 
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5.10b). Consequently, a collective strong coupling of both the fundamental modes and higher-

order axial modes is realized in the twin microtube cavities. Each group of coupling modes can 

be treated as a single strong coupling system providing an effective path for efficient energy 

exchange between coupled microcavities. The multichannel strong coupling can 

simultaneously modify the spatial distributions of the potential energy and resonant 

eigenfrequency of 3D coupled modes, which would enable the parallel manipulation of 

photonic signals in 3D space. 

 

Figure 5.10. Evolution of resonant spectra (a) and measured (b) spatially optical field 

distribution of the coupling modes with Al2O3 coating thicknesses of 8 and 10 nm. 

Figure 5.11 show a detailed analysis of the mode intensity changing-over behavior between 

two sets of 3D confined optical modes. Similarly, the resonant spectra with different Al2O3 

coating thicknesses are fitted by Lorentzian functions indicating the evolution of mode intensity 

of coupled modes during the detuning process. For the Al2O3 coating thickness less than 8 nm 

(Figure 5.9-5.11), the lower branch in each group of coupled modes has a higher mode intensity 

than that of the upper branch. In contrast, when the Al2O3 coating thickness exceeds 10 nm, the 

mode intensity of the lower branch is smaller than that of the upper branch. The mode intensity 
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changing-over behavior demonstrates the occurrence of collective strong coupling between two 

sets of 3D confined optical modes in the twin microtube cavities. 
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Figure 5.11. The resonant spectra and measured spatial distributions of the twin microtube 

cavities over detuning process. 

The experimental results about the mode changing-over behavior can be well explained by 

a theoretical model based on the adiabatic approximation. The field distribution in the 

microtube cavities along the axial direction is determined by the axial potential well as 

described by a quasi-Schrödinger equation,27 – (1 𝑛2⁄ )(𝜕2 𝜕𝑧2⁄ )Ψ(𝑧) + 𝑘𝑐𝑖𝑟𝑐
2 (𝑧)𝜓(𝑧) =

𝑘2(𝑧)𝜓(𝑧), where k(z) is the eigenenergy, Ψ(z) is an eigenstate of the axial modes, kcirc(z) is 

the quasipotential calculated by solving the optical field ∅(𝑟, 𝜑) in the r-φ plane with the 

equation −(1 𝑛2⁄ )∇2∅(𝑟, 𝜑) = 𝑘𝑐𝑖𝑟𝑐
2 (𝑟, 𝜑)∅(𝑟, 𝜑). Figure 5.12a shows the calculated spatial 

distributions of two sets of 3D confined resonant modes in twin microtubes by considering the 

geometrical parameters of each microcavity. According to the measured PL spectra, different 

quality factors are assigned to the two sets of resonant modes to show the mode changing-over 

behavior. The calculation results clearly reveal the collective mode changing-over by the 

evolution of the spatial optical field with the increase of the Al2O3 coating, which is in good 

agreement with the experimental observations (Figure 5.12a and b). 
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Figure 5.12. Evolution of measured (a) and calculated (b) spatially optical field distribution of 

the coupled modes with Al2O3 coating thicknesses of 2, 8, 10, and 18 nm. 

To better visualize the collective strong coupling, 3D optical field distribution in the twin 

microtube systems were simulated via the FDTD method. In order to save computational time, 

a model of microtube cavity is set to a tube wall thickness of 100 nm and a diameter of 3 µm. 

The second microtube cavity is the axial mirror of the first one. The refractive index of the 

model was set to be 2.0. The coupling gap between twin microtubes was set as 90 nm. One of 

the twin microcavities was driven by a coupled waveguide.  Figure 5.13 present the simulated 
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3D mode profiles of the fundamental and first two higher-order axial modes. By pumping one 

cavity (cavity-I) of the twin microtubes, the optical fields of all resonant modes distribute over 

the twin microtubes (cavity-I and II) along the ring trajectory and axial direction instead of 

localizing in the excited microcavity (cavity-I), which indicates strong interactions between two 

sets of 3D confined optical modes confined by axial potential wells.  

 

Figure 5.13. Mode profiles of the bonding and antibonding modes for the fundamental modes 

(a, b), first-order (c, d) and second-order axial modes (e, f) revealed by 3D simulation.  

The coherent coupling between twin microtubes splits each degenerate optical state of the 

individual microcavity into two nondegenerate states with different eigenfrequencies and 
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phases,162, 163 corresponding to the mode splitting of fundamental and higher-order axial modes 

in the measured and calculated resonant spectra (Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.14). The low- and 

high-energy states of each group of coupled modes are respectively the bonding (E0-, E1-, E2-) 

and antibonding (E0+, E1+, E2+) modes, in analogy to the hybrid orbits in multi-atomic 

molecular systems.164, 165 

 

Figure 5.14. The calculated transmission spectra of the coupled twin microtubes.  

The cross-sectional view of 3D mode profiles shown in Figure 5.15 indicates the hybrid 

optical field around the tangent position between twin microcavities. The bonding modes 

exhibit the optical field in phase having a nonzero intensity in the coupling gap region, while 

the optical field of the antibonding modes is out of phase and appears repulsive at the coupling 

region due to phase mismatch.166, 167 Note that both the fundamental and higher-order axial 

modes support bonding (E0-, E1-, E2-) and antibonding states (E0+, E1+, E2+), which is a 

signature of collective strong coupling in the twin microcavities.  
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Figure 5.15. The cross-sectional view of 3D mode profiles of the bonding and antibonding 

modes for the fundamental modes (a, b), first-order (c, d) and second-order axial modes (e, f). 

In addition, the mode anticrossing and changing-over features of multiple groups of coupling 

modes as direct evidence of strong coupling are clearly identified by spectral detuning via 

continuously changing the permittivity (effective refractive index) of one cavity (see Figure 

5.16). Overall, the simulations of mode hybridization demonstrate the collective strong 

coupling of 3D confined resonant modes in good agreement with the experimental results.  
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Figure 5.16. Map of the resonant frequency as a function of permittivity of modeled twin 

microtubes 

5.4 Conclusion 

In summary, collective strong coupling between two sets of 3D confined resonant modes is 

realized in monolithically integrated twin microtube cavities which are fabricated in situ by the 

self-rolling of prestrained SiNx nanomembranes from two opposite directions based on standard 

photolithography. This unique parallel configuration enables optical coupling to occur at the 

tangent line of twin microtubes along tube axis increasing the coupling region. Owing to the 

aligned twin geometries of the double microtube cavities, two sets of 3D confined resonant 

modes are spectrally and spatially matched. Both the fundamental and higher-order axial modes 

are strongly coupled with each other, namely as collective strong coupling. During the detuning 
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process, the spectral anticrossing feature and the modes changing-over of each group coupling 

system as direct evidence of strong coupling are revealed in experiments and calculations. The 

measured evolution of spatial optical field distributions allows the direct observation of the 

energy exchange between each group of coupling modes in the collective strong coupling 

regime. Each group of coupling modes can be treated as an independent strong coupling system 

providing an effective path for energy exchange between coupled microcavities. Moreover, 3D 

mode profiles of twin microcavities simulated via the FDTD method are in excellent agreement 

with the experimental results. Our work offers a compact design of monolithic twin 

microcavities for realizing collective strong coupling of 3D confined optical modes, which 

could be exploited for manipulating higher-order optical coupling, multichannel optical signal 

processing, and 3D non-Hermitian systems. 
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Chapter 6 Summary and Outlook 

This is the final chapter including the basic conclusions for previous chapters and the potential 

outlook of the research topic. 

6.1 Summary 

Optical coupling microcavities have been explored as an ideal platform to manipulate the 

resonant light. Whispering-gallery mode (WGM) microcavities supporting resonances along a 

ring trajectory have been identified as ideal candidates for building those coupled microcavity 

systems and investigating resonant optical coupling phenomena. As one type of WGM 

microcavities, microtube cavities with axial potential wells can support 3D optical resonances 

in an azimuthal plane and along the tube axis, offering a promising possibility to explore 

multichannel and multidimensional optical coupling. The axial confinement within the 

microtubes adds a new degree of freedom for the manipulation of optical resonances and 

coupling. Specifically, the axial optical potential well in a microtube cavity splits the original 

azimuthal mode into fundamental and multiple higher-order axial modes with different spatial 

distributions, which promises to achieve multichannel optical coupling in coupled microtube 

cavities. It is therefore highly desirable to explore optical coupling systems of microtube 

cavities for realizing simultaneously multichannel and multidimensional manipulation of 

photonic signals. 

The focus of this doctoral thesis is on the optical coupling of 3D confined resonant modes 

based on microtube cavities fabricated by self-rolling of prestrained nanomembranes. In 

contrast to the optical coupling fixed at one 2D planar, the microtube cavities with interlayer 

nanogap support the efficient strong coupling of 3D resonant modes. The 3D optical coupling 

enables the wavevector to exist in more than one direction (i.e., azimuthal and axial directions), 
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which are promising for both fundamental and applied studies such as non-trivial evolution of 

wavevector and direction-selective coupling. In addition, a collective optical coupling of 3D 

confined resonant modes is realized in monolithic twin microtube cavities. Both the 

fundamental and higher-order axial modes are strongly coupled with each other. Multiple 

groups of the coupling modes provide multiple effective channels for energy exchange between 

coupled microcavities. Our work provides a unique platform for realizing strong coupling of 

3D confined resonant modes in a monolithically integrated coupling system, which is of high 

interest for promising applications in nonlinear optics, 3D non-Hermitian systems and 

multichannel optical signal processing. 

These studies include the following aspects: 

(1) In the first optical coupling system, the generation of multiple sets of 3D confined 

resonant modes and their coupling was enabled based on resonant trajectory split in a single 

microtube cavity. Owing to the existence of an interlayer nanogap in the tube wall, the resonant 

trajectory partially splits at the nanogap region while sharing the same trajectory in the rest part 

of the cavity. As all the split trajectories experience axial confinement in the tube cavity, they 

are all simultaneously confined and resonating along the axial direction. As a result, multiple 

sets of 3D confined resonant modes were generated in a single microtube cavities. Moreover, 

strong optical coupling between two sets of 3D confined resonant modes was observed. The 

corresponding spectral anticrossing feature and the changing-over of coupled modes were 

revealed as direct evidence of strong coupling. In particular, the spatial optical field distribution 

of 3D coupling modes was experimentally mapped upon the strong coupling regime, which 

shows the corresponding energy transfer process between the two hybrid states. Numerical 

calculations based on the quasi-potential model and the mode detuning process are in excellent 

agreement with the experimental results. The 3D optical coupling is particularly interesting for 

directional coupling with a higher degree of freedom. The manipulation of wavevector with a 
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higher degree of freedom allows for the study of topological photonic based on non-trivial 

evolution of wavevector, such as generating optical Berry phase, and optical spin-Hall effect. 

(2) A collective strong coupling between two sets of 3D confined resonant modes is realized 

in monolithically integrated twin microtube cavities which are fabricated in situ by the self-

rolling of prestrained SiNx nanomembranes from two opposite directions based on standard 

photolithography. This unique parallel configuration enables optical coupling to occur at the 

tangent line of twin microtubes along the tube axis increasing the coupling region. Owing to 

the aligned twin geometries of the double microtube cavities, two sets of 3D confined resonant 

modes are spectrally and spatially matched. Both the fundamental and higher-order axial modes 

are strongly coupled with each other, namely as collective strong coupling. During the detuning 

process, the spectral anticrossing feature and the modes changing-over of each group coupling 

system as direct evidence of strong coupling are revealed in experiments and calculations. The 

measured evolution of spatial optical field distributions allows the direct observation of the 

energy exchange between each group of coupling modes in the collective strong coupling 

regime. Each group of coupling modes can be treated as an independent strong coupling system 

providing an effective path for energy exchange between coupled microcavities. Moreover, 3D 

mode profiles of twin microcavities simulated via the FDTD method are in excellent agreement 

with the experimental results. Our work offers a compact design of monolithic twin 

microcavities for realizing collective strong coupling of 3D confined optical modes, which 

could be exploited for manipulating higher-order optical coupling, multichannel optical signal 

processing, and 3D non-Hermitian systems. 
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6.2 Outlook 

Microtube cavities fabricated by self-rolling of prestrained nanomembranes have gained 

considerable interest because of a variety of unique properties including rich materials available, 

the capability of on-chip fabrication, and hollow-core structure, and the subwavelength walls.82  

Owing to the optical resonance of microtube cavities coming from the constructive 

interference of the light traveling along a circular trajectory, one may affect the geometry of 

microtubes should have a significant influence on resonant behavior. As shown in Figure 6.1a 

and b, the interlayer nanogap in the tube wall enables the trajectory splitting in a single 

microtube. The resonant frequency and spatial distribution of resonant modes lie in the nanogap 

position and size. By pressuring a fiber on the microtube cavity, the interlayer nanogap can be 

changed. The two sets of resonant modes show a clear mode shift and spatial distribution change, 

which can reflect the effect of pressure (Figure 6.1c). On this basis, the microtube cavities with 

interlayer nanogap can be used for sensing applications based on the spectral evolution.  

 

Figure 6.1. (a) Schematic showing the cross-sectional structure of a microtube cavity with 

interlayer nanogap. (b) The corresponding SEM image of the microtube. (c) The resonant 
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spectra and measured spatially optical field distribution of the microtube before and after 

applying the pressure. 

In addition, because of the subwavelength walls, the optical field cannot be strongly confined 

within the wall of microtube cavities but exponentially decays outside the tube wall in the form 

of evanescent fields. Microtube cavities present high sensitivities to the perturbation from the 

surrounding environment. The hollow-core structure of microtubes naturally provides built-in 

microfluidic channels which enables a clear advantage in optofluidic by filling either liquid or 

gas into cavities. The coupled microtube cavities mentioned in this thesis can define two new 

types of optofluidic sensors. With the high sensitivities of evanescent fields to perturbation, the 

sensor action can work through the evolution of coupled modes within the optical coupling 

systems. 
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